
EDITORIAL

The Maritain Editions
Ralph McInerny

ith the recent appearance of Volume XV, the
Oeuvres Completes if Jacques and Raissa Maritain,

published joindy by Editions Universitaires in
Fribourg and Editions Saint-Paul in Paris is in-
deed complete. The French texts of this edition

will provide the standard point of reference for work in Maritain
£rom now on. Dominique and Rene Mougel and their collabora-
tors have earned the gratitude of all who cherish the Maritains as
central figures in the twentieth century Catholic revival.

It is no accident that, at just this time, the first of a pro-
jected twenty volume edition of the works ofJacques Maritain in
English has appeared £rom the University of Notre Dame Press.
One of three volumes which will contain only one tide, Volume 7
contains The Degn;es if Knowledge, by common consent Maritain's
masterpiece.

The next volumes to appear will be a composite volume
containing IntegralHumanism, Christianityand Democracyand the
Letter on Independence,edited and translated by Otto Bird, and Ber-
nard Doering's translation of the posthumous ApprochesSans
Entraves(another single tide volume).

A collection of essaysby Charles DeKoninck as well as a
tide by Yves Simon will also be published during the coming aca-
demic year under the auspices of the Jacques Maritain Center at
Notre Dame.

One of the bewildering aspects of getting old is to find that
authors who seemed always to be in the next room, so to speak,
have become remote and legendary figures to the young. So it is
that the great figures of the Thomistic Revival have become ob-
jects of interest to historians of ideas. The publications mentioned
are essential if the historical work is to be done well. But these

authors speak to the present and not simply to the time in which
they lived.

It was too easily assumed, in the wake of the Council, that
one could put philosophies on and offlike a change of clothes and
that theology would go on apace. Thinkers who were in the mode
were spoken of as possible alternatives to Aristode. Theologians
who cast Christian doctrine in their new categories were thought
to be carrying on the work of Thomas Aquinas.

With time we have learned to be more critical of dominant

currents of thought. Some philosophies are antithetical to faith. As
we catch our breath and prepare for the next great act in the
drama of Christian thought, the example and accomplishments of
such giants as Maritain can be sources of inspiration. ffi

0 Timothee, depositum custodi, devitans profanas vocum novitates

et oppositiones falsi nominis scientiae, quam quidam pr'ifitentes

circafidem aberraverunt. Gratia vobiscum. 1 ad Timotheum 6
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FEATURE

Orestes Brownson:
The First American Catholic
Intellectual 1803-1875

Rev. Msgr. George Kelly

restes Brownson (1803-1875)
may well have been the first real
Catholic intellectual in the

American Church. His timely
appearance is strange, in part

because it coincided with the ascendancy of Arch-
bishop John Hughes, in part because he was born
a New England Yankee, a died-in-the-wool Cal-
vinist turned Unitarian minister, who settled into
Church prominence in the fortieth year of his life
(like Hughes) by becoming a Catholic in 1844.
This layman who travelled in the company of
Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry Thoreau, was
just what Catholic Church authorities needed at
the time to demonstrate how important authentic
Catholic faith, and its way of life, were to the
well-being of the Republic.

Strange, too, is the phenomenon of how,
at perilous times in history, unexpected heroes
appear on the scene, almost as gifts of God. John
Carroll proved to be the right choice to establish
the Catholic hierarchy within six months of
George Washington's first inauguration (1789);
and Elizabeth Seton's Sisters of Charity, twenty
years later, were propitious omens of a Catholic
school system the Church never saw anywhere
else before or since. Similarly, Orestes Brownson,
without advance notice, became a significant force
in the American Church after the 1840's, helping
to form piety which went beyond sentimentality
or old country tradition, and religious intelligence,
too, which transcended apologetics. The two
sides of Brownson that are relevant, beyond their
19th century roots, include (a) his conviction that

only Catholicity, because of its divine authority,
could demonstrate that it was "from above" and

necessary to the Republic; and (b) his Christian

humanist concerns, which he attributed to the

influence of Erasmus, about the well-being of na-
tive and immigrant Americans.

Brownson enjoyed what the scholastics
might call a "natural desire" to identify with the
transcendental God and his kingdom on earth. He
also was vibrantly interested in the well-being and
salvation of God's creatures in this "no abiding
city." The American experiment, he thought, was
intended to be an inspired paradigm of the norma-
tive City of Man. Weakness and sinfulness in his
fellows on earth were articles of his Christian faith,

but his natural piety, developed young, led him to
appreciate how important creeds were to the prac-
tice of virtue. In maturity only did this Vermont
philosopher decide that the Catholic Church alone

possessed the authority to represent and develop
within the American nation the kind of faith and

morality necessary to make the United States work
the way it should. If he came to Catholic faith, as
was said, "by sheer logic," then another logic
moved him to recognize the intimate relationship
between religion and politics. His piety - which
included saying the Rosary at night - was inti-
mately wrapped up in the politics of shaping a
world in which citizens lived as Children of God.

Protestantism could not, in his view, long
underpin a lasting democracy because in that dis-
pensation the words of the people counted more
than the Word of God. Protestants might claim
that Christ's gospel came "from on high" but, by
reason of their divisions, they were hard pressed to
know assuredly what God really said or what he
decreed. At the Nation's birth Deists insisted that

the management of God's creation had been left to
the people, whose views would be articulated
through the deliberations of elected officials,

largely those who owed no allegiance to God.
Brownson knew from experience how even
Jonathan Edwards was forced to accommodate his

Calvinist faith to gain peace with those confreres
who were anxious for a less strict, more
Americanist mode, of religious observance.
Edwards took that step innocently enough but, in
due course, mainline Protestantism converted the- FCS Newsletter. July 1995
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Lord of the Universe into a God

more tolerant of evil, one whose

broadly based Churches sanctioned
doing good in fellowship accord-
ing to correct political norms. In
time, fashioning communities
which lived Godly lives based on
certain revealed truths became

looked upon as a narrow and an
unenlightened point of view.
Shortly, Brownson insisted, salva-
tion in this world became a prior-
ity, and ethical guidelines became
preferable to binding or exceptionless norms
"from on high." Pelagius, a British monk, thir-
teen centuries dead, came alive once more.

American religion grew to be civil, not necessarily
the way it was in the days of the Church Fathers.

Orestes was only one year into the Church
when he used his Brownson QuarterlyReview (Oc-
tober 1845) to articulate the view that this coun-
try, hardly six decades old, was really not a democ-
racy but a "limited elected aristocracy," whose
leaders had arrogated unto themselves "the voice
of God, even though their intelligence and virtue,
left to themselves. are hardly adequate to the pub-
lic task of promoting justice, equality, freedom, or
even to maintain order."

Brownson, who saw the significance of the
phrase "One Nation Under God, " a century before
Congress included the phrase in the Pledge of
Allegiance (1954), developed his thesis as follows:

Brownson enjoyed
what the scholastics

might call a
"natural desire"

to identify with the
transcendental God

and his kingdom
on earth.

selves forerunners of the heavenly
kingdom. (In medieval Europe
Catholic kings frequently oper-
ated from a similar prospective
until checked by a pope here or
there who reminded them they
were God's servants first.) Look-
ing at the Protestant culture in
the early days of its dominance,

Brownson surmises its implica-
tions for religion:

The supreme civil magistrate makes
himself sovereign pontiff and the

Church and religion if disobedient to his will, are to be
turned out of house and home or dragooned into sub-
mlSSlOn.

We do not say that people are not capable of a suffi-
cient degree of virtue and intelligence to sustain a de-
mocracy; all we say is, they cannot do it without the
virtue and intelligence, nor without a higher degree of
virtue and religion than they have yet attained to....
There is no foundation for virtue but in religion.....
But it must be a religion which is above the people and
controls them.

In the early days of the Republic, legal
positivism with a Puritan base demanded strict
laws, devised and administered by elites who, true
to their Calvinist background, considered them-

Analyzing further the religious signifi-
cance of this cultural preference, Brownson con-
tinued:

The people determine their faith and worship, select,
maintain or dismiss their own religious teachers. They
who are to be taught judge him who is to teach, and
say whether he teaches truth or falsehood, wholesome
doctrine or unwholesome. The patient directs the
physician what to prescribe.

(The moral decay evident a century and a
half later in America has led even Catholics, par-
ticularly in civil life, to disavow the intrinsic con-
nection between religious faith and public service.
John Fitzgerald Kennedy promised Protestant
ministers in 1960 that his Catholicity would not
interfere with his conduct as President. Governor

Mario Cuomo, a worshipping Catholic, was an
early defender of the right of New York State to
fund the execution of human life in the womb.

Lesser known Catholics no longer allow their
Catholic baptism to affect their private life).

Even though many Catholics in the mid-
19th century were hardly exemplars of religious or
civic virtue, Brownson's intense devotion to his

new faith made him determined to find a proper
place for it in the American culture, as well as re-

spect from its leadership. The authority of the
Church, and its importance to the country's

FCS Newsletter. July 1995 .
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FEATURE

commonweal were vital concerns to him, even if

he often did battle with authority figures, includ-
ing bishops. He was critical of clerics who pam-
pered unruly Irish immigrants (whom he did not
like), or who usurped his role as bridge builder to
secular opinion-molders, but he submitted to
ecclesial authority on matters religious as a matter
of course. A biographer reports this as true, even
as he relates how Brownson moved his publication
from New York to Newark to get a river away
from Bishop Hughes.1

For all his rambunctiousness Brownson

knew the difference between faith and theology,
between his role in the Church and that of the

bishop or the pope, knew that he was better quali-
fied to fight the Church's cause in the public arena
than any bishop. He took criticism from Bishop
Hughes rather well, not without rejoinder of
course. Still, he knew that overstepping episcopal
bounds did not nullify episcopal authority. Like
Hughes, he was an Ultramontane, though im-
mersed in humanist thinking. From long experi-
ence with the diminished faith of many Protestant
colleagues, he realized why Church authority,
including that of Christ, was inevitably held in
contempt, if it contested their mundane will.
Critics of religion might allege that the Catholic
bone in their throat was rationalized Church

power, its use, overuse, and misuse; in reality,
however, the blockage in the craw was their own
little faith - or no faith - in the word spoken by
any Church authority, even if proffered in Christ's
name. Only the Catholic Church, he thought,
was strong enough to save the country from the
moral decay inherent in skepticism pretending to
being civility.

Brownson also recognized how much intelli-
gence was needed to defend or propagate his faith.

Ii

He reasoned that virtue required internalized re-
straint on the evil tendencies endemic to all citi-

zens, and he expected the Church to provide both
of these requirements, for the country's sake, as
well as for its own well being. The American
experiment depended for success on a close union
of the country's citizenry with God's overarching
mind. If Christ as a person was not to be the be-
ginning point of sound intelligence and solid vir-
tue for certain citizens, then God's law written
into the nature of the universe, so well articulated

by the Church, was the solid basis of both public
law and private morality.

Brownson saw through the pretensions of the
scientific mind which aspired to a Godlike role in
shaping human destiny. Toward the end of his
life, and in his own QuarterlyReview (April 1872),
he wrote:

Our .scientists regard science as our free lovers regard
marriage; as simply provisory, and would be disgusted
with it, if not at liberty to be constantly changing it.
They regard truth as their own needs and moods."
(p. 160).

In some respects Brownson was a prophet
about what the country would be like without an
unadulterated Catholic faith and without a Church

authority needed to keep it whole. In his criticism
ofPere Lammenais' effort to "sprinkle holy water"
on the revolution going on in 19th century
France, he made this observation:

When I hear a man proclaiming lustfully for lib-
erty, I suspect it is for liberty to pick my pocket or cut
my throat." (p. 207).

Or to steal the faith of the faithful! ffi

1 See Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., A Pilgrim'sProgress: OrestesA.
Brownson.

- PCS Newsletter. July 1995
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

June 1, 1995

Joseph M. de Torre's essay, "Transcendental Thomism
and the Encyclical VeritatisSplendor" in the April issue
was very worthwhile. I have, however, a bone to pick.
Fr. de Torre includes among proportionalist writers the
late and truly great Paul Ramsey of Princeton.
Ramsey was a stout defender of moral absolutes against
proportionalists, and his superb critiques of Joseph
Fletcher and Richard McCormick among others were
of great value. Although one may fault some points in
Ramsey's teaching, it is simply not right to lump him
in with proportionalists. Rather Catholic theologians
owe him a debt of gratitude. In particular, I do, be-
cause I am certain that I would never have received

tenure at The Catholic University of America had he
not given my writings a good evaluation, precisely
because of their opposition to the proportionalist
movement among Catholic theologians.

Sincerely in our Lord,

William E. May
MichaelJ. McGivney Prcifessorof Moral Theology
John Paul II Institutefor the Studies on Marriageand Family

Saturday, May 6, 1995

Dear Professor McInerny,

Providentially (not accidentally) I glanced at a copy of
your December 1994 FCS Newsletter and thought,
"This looks interesting." What a heart-warming sur-
prise I experienced upon reading it from 'kiver-to-
kiver' .

In my humble estimation, the truths of our pre-
cious Faith were proclaimed with the boldness of the
Apostles; Holy Mother Church and the Vicar of Christ
were honored with due reverence; fallacious teaching
was carefully explained.

God bless all of you, and grant you continued
grace to proclaim, and growth in your membership.

Praise the Lord, Alleluia!
Gratefully in Christ,

Sister Elizabeth Marie, OSF
9245 W. St. Francis Rd.

Frankfort, IL 60423

Addressees of the
FCS Newsletter

Who reads what you are now reading? There are some
2558 recipients of the newsletter who break down -
usually after reading it - as follows:

Domestic bishops (as opposed to domestic prel-
ates): 340; foreign bishops 9. 933 college presidents are
on our mailing list and one abroad. Foundations in this
country to the number of 82 and elsewhere in the
number of 18, receive the newsletter.

There are at present 894 active members of the

Fellowship and 186 foreign members. Surely there is
room for growth here. On the homefront, we have 52
retired members, while abroad there are 12.

Student memberships are at a woeful 14 on these
shores and 2 beyond.

We have as well a handful of subscribers - 13 at

home, 2 abroad. The board has approved plans, yet to
be implemented, to increase dramatically the number
of those who wish to support us and receive our publi-
cations.

One need not be a Pythagorean to find these num-
bers interesting, subject to a multitude of interpreta-
tions, stimulating, elating, sobering, and the like.

FCS Newsletter. July 1995 .
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ARTICLES

From Law to Virtue

and Back Again: On
Veritatis Splendor

John Haldane

I
I

Thedialogueoj]esuswith therichyoungman,related in
the nineteenth chapter of Saint Matthew's Gospel, can
serve as a useful guide for listeningoncemorein a lively
and direct way to his moral teaching: "then someone
came to him and said 'Teacher, what good must I do
to have eternal life?' And he said to him, 'Why do you
ask me about what is good? There is only one who is
good. If you wish to enter into life, keep the com-
mandments.' He said to him, 'Which ones?' And Jesus
said, 'You shall not murder; You shall not commit
adultery; You shall not steal; You shall not bear false
witness; Honour your father and your mother; also,
You shall love your neighbour as yourself' The young
man said to him, 'I have kept all these; what do I still
lack?' Jesus said to him, 'If you wish to be perfect, go,
sell your possessions and give the money to the poor,
and you will have treasure in heaven; then come, fol-
low me'" (Matthew 19:16-21).

VeritatisSplendor,pp. 12-13.

I,
I

I
he invitation to reflect upon the use
of the Bible in ethics is a welcome

challenge. For a philosopher work
ing within the analytical tradition,
who thinks of ethics principally as

moral philosophy, it is rather like being asked to
consider the role of woodcarving in the decoration
of supermarkets -generally speaking it is not to
be found there. But, as in that case also, one can-

not help wondering whether the omission is not
to be regretted.

Certainly some philosophical authors make
reference to the idea of Divine commands and

occasionally even go so far as to specify one; but
that is usually in the context of setting up the

Euthyphro dilemma in order to show the pur-
ported irrelevance of religion to morality. 1The
dilemma (deriving from one posed by Socrates in
the dialogue from which it takes its name) involves
the question of whether God commands what is

good because it is good, or whether what is good
is so because God commands it. The apparent
problem for the believer in Divine commands is

that taking the first route accords antecedent (pre-
legislated) standing to values and so seems to ren-
der God's prescriptions irrelevant or, at best, in-
strumentally useful in the manner of operating
instructions; while following the second preserves
the ontological priority of God's commands but
does so at the price of rendering them ungrounded
or arbitrary; God being like a whimsical sovereign
simply willing that this or that be done.

This is an old problem but discussions of it
rarely engage with the form and content of

Judaeo-Christian scripture. An interesting and
little known exception to this neglect, however, is
the debate between Christian philosopher-theolo-
gians of the medieval and reformation periods.
These divided on 'realist' and 'voluntarist' lines -

taking the first and second horns respectively - and
often cited scripture in challenge and defence.
The two most often quoted and debated episodes
are the command to Abraham to sacrifice Isaac

(Genesis22) and the order to the Israelites to de-

spoil the Egyptians (Exodus 11). Much theological
and philosophical ingenuity went into the reading
of these cases. Aquinas, for example, introduces
the idea of mutatio materiae(change of matter) to
argue that God was able to prescribe the taking of
goods from the Egyptians without revoking or
violating the prohibition against theft because He
had changed the underlying material facts by trans-
ferring property, which in truth is His, from the

Egyptians to the Israelites. In short, the Jews were
taking what, in virtue of Divine re-assignment,
was already rightly theirs. 2

This sort of serious and respectful attention
to the content of a biblical text is hard to find in

present day philosophical writings. Occasionally,
though, a philosopher will cite an episode re-. PCS Newsletter. July 1995
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counted in 'scripture in order to make some gen-
eral point about the nature of evil, or about a form

of moral thought. Peter Winch's fine essay "Who
is my Neighbour?" is an interesting instance of the
latter. He begins it as follows: "Philosophical dis-
cussion needs well-formulated examples; and I
want to introduce my subject with a very well
known example from the New Testament: the
parable of the Good Samaritan."3 There then fol-

low some sensitive reflections on the meaning of
Christ's words, but by the end of the essay it is
clear that the aim has been to argue for certain
ideas about the character of moral psychology
which could as easily have been developed (as in
others of Winch's essays)by considering a passage
from some work of modern literature. Winch

concludes: "My central point is that in questions
concerning our understanding of each other our
moral sensibility is indeed an aspect of our sensibil-
ity, of the way we see things, of what we make of
the world we are living in."4

So the use of scripture as a foil, or as a
source of examples, is not unknown in analytical
writings. What is very much rarer - indeed
probably rarer than woodcarving in supermarkets
- is any consideration of the general relationship
between Judaeo-Christian sacred writings and the
form and content of philosophical ethics. This,
however, is my theme; and to explore it, if only
very briefly (and certainly inadequately), I have
chosen the method of case study, for I shall be
discussing a specific use of scripture viz. Pope John
Paul II's reflections on Matthew 19: 16-21, in the

encyclical letter VeritatisSplendoraddressed to the
Catholic Bishops "regarding certain fundamental
questions of the Church's moral teaching."5 While
I am concerned with a single case, however, what
I hope to show is that this instance of an appeal to
scripture is of entirely general significance; for in
one sense what is at issue in the encyclical is the
whole of ethics - biblical and philosophical.

VeritatisSplendoris divided into three chap-
ters concerning "Christ and the answer to the
question about morality;" "The Church and the
discernment of certain tendencies in present-day

I
moral theology," and "Moral good for the life of
the Church and of the world" respectively. For
present purposes the first and the second chapters
are of most relevance. I shall not say anything
about their detail as my interest is in certain frame-
work issues, but I will give an idea of what they
contain. In the following sections, then, I begin
with preliminary scene-setting before sketching
some of the contents of the encyclical; following
that I take up a series of general questions about
the relations between the old law of Moses and the

new law of Christ, and between rule and virtue,

nature and function; and scripture and philosophy.

II
mong the conciliar documents of
Vatican II is the Decreeon Priestly
Formation(OptatamTotius).This
sets out a series of directives and

counsels including several concern-
ing the revision of ecclesiastical studies. There we
read that "the first object in view must be a better
integration of philosophy and theology" and later,
in the sections on theology, that "special attention
needs to be given to the development of moral
theology. Its scientific [systematic and theoretical]
exposition should be more thoroughly nourished
by scriptural reading."6

Vatican II induced something of a renaissance
in Catholic scriptural studies; and certainly it be-
came increasingly common in catechetics and
homiletics to focus on the life and teachings of
Christ and then on the activities of the apostles in
forming the first Christian communities. This
attention to what is given in scripture contrasts
with earlier approaches which emphasised the
doctrines and laws of the Catholic Church, pre-
senting them with a determination and confidence
borne of counter-reformation thought and subse-
quent affirmations of the magisterium. So far as
concerns moral theology the tradition of the inter-
Council years was of the systematic elaboration of

prohibitions, requirements, permissions and excep-
tions deriving from the Decalogue; the ten com-

I

J
I

!
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mandments being conceived of as
a set of absolute (non-relative and
exceptionless) prescriptions.

This somewhat abstract

and formal approach then gave
way to styles of ethical reflection
in which contexts and particulari-
ties were emphasised in the service
of the idea that few if any general
"for always and everywhere"
judgements are possible. In place
of the idea that certain types of action are forbid-
den or morally impossible, there developed no-
tions of' contextuality' or 'situationality' and of a
'fundamental option' (or in Karl Rahner's termi-
nology "the human person's disposition of his self
as a whole") in terms of which it was argued that
right action is that which issues from a personality
imbued with Christ-like charity and sensitive to
the special circumstances of each occasion. Instead
of asking what God has commanded it became
common to wonder what Christ would do, and in

answering the latter question to suppose that he
would seek to bring about the best outcome for
those involved. Thus was effected the transition

from a legalistic ethic of strict and largely negative
duty to one of positive virtue, with beneficence
being the principal disposition in the latter orienta-
tion.

of VeritatisSplendorin August
1993 at least three sets of com-

mentaries and many journal ar-
ticles have appeared. For the
most part the authors of these
have been critical of John Paul's
theological and philosophical
conservatism, and defensive of
the revisionist tendencies which

he challenges9 - though there
are some distinguished exceptions

including Alasdair Maclntyre. He examines the
ways in which the encyclical manages to be both a
teaching document and a philosophical text and
relates its critical moments to a synthesis of these
two functions. He writes:

It was also to be

expected that in doing
so he would take issue

with certain views

developed within
recent moral theology.

III
ope John Paul II is noted for his theo
logical orthodoxy and for his willing
ness to censure Catholic theologians
whom he judges to have moved out
side the sphere oflegitimate interpre-

tation. It is unsurprising, therefore, that he should
have chosen to address an encyclical to the issue of
the moral teaching of the Catholic Church.7 It was
also to be expected that in doing so he would take
issue with certain views developed within recent
moral theology.8 Equally predictable were the
responses that followed it. Since the publication

-

VeritatisSplendor is and will remain a striking Christian
intervention in moral debate, at once authoritative

teaching and a voice in that continuing philosophical
conversation between Christianity and modernity to
which Pascal and Kierkegaard, Newman and Barth and
von Balthasar, have all been contributors. Veritatis

Splendorcontinues the same evangelical and philosophi-
cal conversation with secular modernity, and the ap-
propriate initial response of each of us to it should
concern our own past and present defects and errors
rather than those of others. There is much work to be
done. to

The nominal targets of the Pope's criti-
cisms are moral philosophical-cum-theological
positions (e.g. 'consequentialism' and
'proportionalism') and not individuals who occupy
them. However it is easy enough to identifY some
of those who might thereby be in the line of fire,
viz. Charles Curran, Bernhard Haring, Joseph
Fuchs and Richard McCormick. (It is also inter-
esting to speculate, on stylistic grounds, as to the
identity of the Pope's philosophical and theologi-
cal consultants - Fr. Andrzej Szostek of Lublin
and John Finnis of OxfordlJ have been mentioned
in this connection (especially with regard to Chap-
ter two)). What the Pope objects to as much as
anything else in the "new" moral theologies is the
suggestion that reflection on the words and deeds

PCS Newsletter' July 1995
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of Christ, as given in scripture, permits or requires
a departure from familiar moral teaching, includ-
ing most especially its exceptionless prohibitions.
His aim, therefore, is to uphold that teaching by
the ancient method developed by Anselm,
Aquinas and others, of showing it to be warranted
by Holy scripture, Church tradition and philo-
sophical argument.12

Although the last of these is broadly in line
with scholastic Aristotelianism as represented by
Aquinas, the Pope adds a distinctive note by
adopting a 'personalist' perspective. In the form
associated with the University of Lublin (where he
had previously taught philosophy and theology),
personalism is a blend of Thomist metaphysics and
anthropology, with phenomenological epistemol-
ogy and ethics. That is to say it assumes that per-
sons are unified substances possessed of rational
powers and that we come to understand (and
change) ourselves by reflection upon the meaning
of our agency as this is implicit within deliberative
conSClOusness.

One of the central elements of Thomist

personalism is the denial of Cartesian and Kantian
dualisms according to which the true subject of
deliberation - and thus the true moral agent - is
an entity (a rescogitansor noumenalself, respec-
tively) distinct from and transcendent of its contin-
gent embodiment in nature. Arguing on anti-
dualist lines that human beings are rational animals
whose bodies are already in the domain of mean-
ing, an interesting connection between personalist
philosophy of mind and sexual ethics is suggested
in Chapter two:

... one has to consider carefully the correct relationship
between freedom and human nature, and in particular
thep 1aceif the human bodyin questionsifnatural law. A
freedom which claims to be absolute ends up treating
the human body as a raw datum, devoid of any mean-
ing and moral values until freedom has shaped it in
accordance with its design. Consequently, human na-
ture and the body appear as presuppositions or pre-
ambles, materially necessary for freedom to make its
choice, yet extrinsic to the person, the subject and the
human act ...

I

This moral theory does not correspond to the truth
about man and his freedom. It contradicts the Church's

teachings on the unity if the human person, whose rational

soul is per se et essentialiterthe form of his body...
A doctrinewhich dissociatesthe moralactfrom the bodily

dimensions if its exercise is contrary to the teaching if Scrip-
ture and Tradition.

VeritatisSplendor,pp. 75-7.

IV
eritatisSplendoris an ambitious at
tempt to reaffirm orthodoxy on the
eve of the third millennium, and in

the face of challenges to the effect
that what it teaches is no longer

tenable. If I am broadly right in my interpretation
and in the argument of the following section then
this reaffirmation can be seen to be an interesting
and, to some extent, effective deployment of the
same range of resources that dissenters have sought
to use on behalf of their own reformed moral the-

ology. This may be in part an ad hominem re-
sponse but it is much more an application of
methods long-established within Catholic thought
- a premodern challenge to modernist and post-
modernist errors.

Chapter one is an extended reflection on
the meaning of the exchange between the wealthy
questioner and Christ. In asking "what good must
I do?" the young man represents the general hu-
man search for a source of meaning; and in reply-
ing "... come, follow me," Christ shows that the
question is in essence a religious one to which
God himself is the answer. Later John Paul links
this idea with natural and revealed law by arguing
that both the exercise of reason and the command-

ments "show man the path oflife" (p. 20). What
the encounter with Christ adds is a model of per-
fected virtue: "Jesus' way of acting and his words,
his deeds and his precepts constitute the moral rule
of Christian life" (p. 34).

In chapter two, the tone is less inspira-
tional, more systematically philosophical and in
parts unmistakably critical. The main concern
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throughout is to show that a proper understanding
of human agency implies that certain kinds of ac-
tions are intrinsically bad (intrinsecemalum) and not
such as can be justified by a pre-established funda-
mental option, good motives (causisbonis)or by a
specific intention to produce beneficial outcomes.
As before, appeals to scripture and reason are in-
terwoven:

Reason attests that there are objects of the human act
which are by their nature "incapable of being ordered"
to God, because they radically contradict the good of
the person made in his image ...

In teaching the existence of intrinsically evil acts,
the Church accepts the teaching of Sacred Scripture
[cf 1 Corinthians 6: 9-10] ...

Consequently, circumstances or intentions can
never transform an act intrinsically evil by virtue of its

object into an act "subjectively" good or defensible as a
choice.

Veritatis Splendor, p. 125.

The concluding chapter then addresses various
implications for the Church's prophetic function
of Christ's call to perfection and the rational de-
fence of moral absolutes - in one guise the dic-
tates of right reason attuned to the proper goal of
human life, and in another the revealed will of

God. Against the background of rampant secular-
ism and moral relativism the task of instruction is

taken to be urgent and the duty to bear witness
inescapable.

III
ohn Finnis has written that the theme of

VeritatisSplendoris faith not sex.13There is
in fact very little said about specific kinds
of behaviour, though contraception is
mentioned along with other offences
against chastity and justice.14
Unsurprisingly, though, it was sexual issues

that caught the interest of the press and other me-
dia. Here I am not concerned to challenge or
defend Papal teaching on these or any other spe-
cifics;15for my interest is in the way in which the

encyclical brings together scripture and reason, and
law and virtue. If some interpretation of this con-
structive enterprise provides a correct and ad-
equate form of moral-cum-religious thinking then
one may adopt it in advance of agreeing to par-
ticular norms and requirements. Let me offer,
then, an outline of what I believe to be such an
interpretation.

It is often claimed that there is an ethical

contrast between Hebrew and Christian scriptures
inasmuch as the former emphasise the regal do-
minion of God over his people and the promulga-
tion of his commandments, while the latter ad-
vance the idea of Divine concern and the

restoration of a fallen order of nature through the
perfection of Christ. Allied to this contrast is a
somewhat less familiar distinction between

deontological and virtue ethics; that is to say, be-
tween an account of right action that ties it to the
observance of various categorical duties, and a
view which sees it as the expression of a certain
kind of valuable character. It is natural then to see

Christ as the perfect embodiment of virtue and to
read into the encounter with the rich man the

superiority of good character over obedience to
law. After all we read that the rich man observed

the latter but was not on that account morally
perfect.

With these sorts of contrasts in mind, and

recalling what was said earlier about the styles of
moral theology pre- and post-Vatican II, it is per-
haps tempting to regard John Paul's emphasis on
moral absolutes as an effort to return to a narrowly
deontological and decalogical interpretation of
morality and to downplay the role of character and
circumstance in the determination of right action.
However this is difficult to square with the choice
of Matthew's text; and it neglects the Pope's
Thomistic-cum -phenomenological philosophy.
Of course, one might take the view of some of its
critics that VeritatisSplendoris a mishmash of dis-
parate elements; but I think a more plausible read-
ing of it as a fairly systematically ordered and
largely unified thesis is available. There are irregu-
larities in its style, and its general character is- PCS Newsletter. July 1995
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somewhat scholastic, however these are recurrent
features of Vatican documents and should be set

aside when considering the overall form of its ar-
gument.

The basic philosophical-cum-theological
framework is that provided by St Thomas in the
Summa Theologiae. Weare part of a created and
beneficial order, an interlocking system of sub-
stances possessed of defining powers and character-
istics. What it is to be a such and such - an oak

tree, a cat, or a human being - is to be so much
matter organised to function in various ways so as
to attain certain (species-specific and species-tran-
scendent) ends. Matter is taken up by the form of
the tree and is maintained in a dynamic
organisation involving nutrition, growth and repli-
cation. Likewise a human being is a an organised
substance in which various vital processes are sub-
ordinated to the service of rational action. All

being well, the end-related functions and activities
contribute to the movement of life towards some

enduring state of well-being (for Aristotle
eudaimonia,for Aquinas beatitudo). But Judaeo-
Christian Scripture tells us that all is now not well,
that creation is "fallen," not irredeemably impaired
but liable to go dangerously wrong; and as cancer
is to healthy tissue so wrongdoing is to the moral
self, i.e. progressively destructive.

One way in which it may be useful to
think of this is in terms of an object, a sphere say,
that is perfectly fashioned and
provided with a principle of self-
directed movement. Imagine
further that the terrain across
which it moves is likewise well-
formed and free of threats and

dangers. Under these conditions
it makes its way easily, rolling
onwards towards its destination.

Suppose, however, that some-
thing happens to damage the
sphere and its environment. Its
surface becomes deformed, its

guidance system is rendered less
reliable, and the terrain is now

strewn with obstacles and pitted with craters. In
these changed circumstances the object is unlikely
to reach its destination unless some external influ-

ence is applied, say by the introduction of a system
of barriers and tracks and by the periodic applica-
tion of pressure in the direction of its goal.

This serves as an image of the human con-
dition before and after the Fall and makes sense of

the Decalogue as a device for trying to keep us
away from deathly dangers, and of the prophets as
(themselves flawed) pilots attempting to reorient us
towards our eternal destiny. It also suggests the
form of a better solution, viz. the restoration of the

pre-Iapsarian order starting with the reformation of
human beings. This is the condition and role of
Christ in whom human nature is made perfect.
The specialness of Jesus in this regard is not the
example offered by his Divine nature - after all
what do we or most, if not all, of those who en-

countered him know of that; it is the example
presented by his humanity.16 To adapt Paul, "as in
Adam mankind fell, so in Christ it is raised up
again." Whereas before a series of instructions was
required to try and help reach our destination,
now an example of proper functioning is available
as is the promise that if it is followed we will our-
selves become perfect.

On this account the transition from an
ethics of law to one of virtue is not a matter of

changing direction, but that of acquiring an ad-
equate principle of movement
from within ("ab intrinseco"as the
scholastics had it) whereby one is
better able to reach the same des-

tination as one was previously
directed towards. Grace perfects
and does not repeal nature; and
Christ comes to fulfil and not to
annul the law. So the difference
between the Hebrew and Chris-

tian Testaments and between duty
and virtue lies not in what each

prescribes but in how they
achieve one and the same end.

What is sought under the species

II
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On this account the
transition from an

ethics of law to one of
virtue is not a matter

of changing direction,
but that of acquiring
an adequate principle

of movement
from within.
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of the virtuous and aimed at under

the guise of the obligated are one
and the same thing, viz. realisation
of one's nature in union with
God. The rich man asked "what
must I do to have eternal life?"

and Christ replied "If you wish to
enter into life, keep the com-
mandments". The young man
said "I have kept these what do I
still lack?". Christ's second answer
does not revoke the command-

ments; indeed it does not obvi-

ously add to them, for giving to
the poor might reasonably be
thought to be an instance oflov-
ing your neighbour as yourself.
The significance ties in what fol-
lows the instruction to act charitably, in the words
"then come, follow me".

Notice that in effecting this reconciliation
between moral law and moral virtue it was neces-

sary to draw upon certain metaphysical resources
- the Thomistic account of nature as a system of
teleologically ordered substances. This philosophi-
cal understanding gives rise to a further sense in
which morality pertains to law, for it has long
been the practice in Catholic moral theology to
speak of human goods and of patterns of action
directed towards them in terms of 'natural law' .

Again, this is not something to be contrasted with
scriptural ethics, whether in decalogical or
Christological forms; rather it is the same reality
towards which both direct us but it is now re-

garded from the point of view of reason rather
than of revelation. 17 And just as the requirements
and prohibitions of the Decalogue are not re-
scinded or relaxed by Christ's injunction to char-
ity, so the conclusions of practical reasoning about
how to attain the end of human life must include

absolute prohibitions, inasmuch as a course of ac-
tion that is at odds with this goal is thereby ex-
cluded both as an end and as a means. The evil of

torture does not lie solely nor for the most part in
its effects, as if these might in some cases be out-

Notice that in effecting
this reconciliation
between moral law

and moral virtue it was

necessary to draw
upon certain meta-

physicalresources-
the Thomistic account

of nature as a system
of teleologically or-
dered substances.

weighed by beneficial conse-
quences. In the first instance

torture is evil and thus morally
prohibited because of what it is

and not because of what it pro-
duces. To act in that way is to
attack a basic human good; and it
is a teaching of both Aristotelian
ethics and of Christian scripture
that some actions are such that

they may never be performed and
that those who violate these pro-
hibitions thereby show them-
selves to be ofvic[e]ious charac-
ter. First Aristotle and then St.
Paul:

Some [actions and passions] have
names that already imply badness, e.g. spite, shameless-
ness, envy, and in the case of actions adultery, theft,
murder ... It is not possible then ever to be right with
regard to them; one must always be wrong. Nor does
goodness or badness with regard to such things depend
on committing adultery with the right woman, at the
right time, and in the right way, but simply to do any
of them is to go wrong. 18

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit
the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: neither the
immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor sexual per-
verts, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards, nor
reviles, nor robbers will inherit the Kingdom of God.19

VI
ere I have been concerned to

argue that the use made of the
opening Gospel passage in
VeritatisSplendoris not at odds
with the appeal to revealed and

natural law, and that it is not incompatible with
the teleological virtue theory elaborated in Chap-
ter two, or with the moral absolutism upon which
the Pope insists at every turn. On the contrary,
the elements of philosophy and scripture are effec-
tively integrated and pose a significant challenge to
those contemporary moral theologians who favour- PCS Newsletter. July 1995
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weaker and often relativistic interpretations of
Christ's invitation to be perfect.

Let me end by indicating why in these
matters scripture, and in particular the New Testa-
ment, is not merely an interesting route to a con-
clusion which can be reached by other means.
Thomistic-Aristotelianism provides a compelling
account of the form of morality as a set of rational
dispositions to act and to refrain from acting -
dispositions that are in part instruments to our
flourishing and in part constituents of it. But, thus
far, t~is is only a formal characterisation without
any specificationof the human telosor of the vir-
tues that lead to and form part of it. Experience
and reason can help inform us of how we should
live; but given the wounded condition of human
nature their deliverances are at best partial and
underdetermine with respect to the content of
morality. Thus the encounter with Christ, the
Son of Man and the perfect human being, offers a
unique possibility of answering fully the principal
questions of ethics: what should we be?and what
should we do in orderto be it? That is why, I believe,

Pope John Paul begins with and returns to the
young man's encounter, and also why he uses a
good deal of philosophy and theology to integrate
the general meaning of this resonant episode
within a rational and affective moral psychology.
Rather than being a reactionary and retrograde
tract, as the revisionists assume, VeritatisSplendor

presents a challenge and offers a model for a new
phase of religious ethics; one in which scripture,
reason and tradition are worked together to pro-
duce an authoritative theology of the right and the
good.2O ffi
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The Challenge to
Catholic Intelligence
Adrian J. Reimers

tiny blue dot in the immense
blackness, the earth circles an ordi

nary yellow star near the rim of a
large galaxy. A billion or so years
ago the lightening storms caused

the planet's atmospheric hydrocarbons to combine
into amino acids. These in turn formed a proto-
RNA, which led to self-replicating systems - to
life. And in the very recent past - say, 300,000
years ago - homo sapiensappeared,walking up-
right and using speech. These adaptations, se-

"

lected by nature for the survival of the species,
brought along a remarkable evolutionary bonus;
the speech that made hunting and gathering so
much more efficient and effective became the key
to human culture. The modern human species
evolved.

"And what manner of animal is this? To be

sure, it is the direct descendent of the primeval
oceanic organisms, related closely to the chimpan-
zee. Human life - the life of each human being
- is but an expression of the great mysterious
surge oflife around the face of the earth. While
remarkable in its complexity, human life is but a
small part of a biological panorama. It is really the
bacteria which rule the world, while man plays a
part important only to himself

"Still this human animal is different. The

difference lies in brain - a remarkably complex,
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multilevel information-processing organ. Every-
thing that is distinctively human is to be traced to
this clump of grey sponge. Human thought, emo-
tion, -consciousness itself - reduces ultimately
to the operations of this brain. In the final analy-
sis, we are meat-machines."

This is what the "modern thought" thinks
of our human race. Above I have referred to the

thoughts of astronomers and biologists, philoso-
phers and psychologists, to a Nobel prize winner
and to popular professors at prestigious uni-
versities. Some of the most gifted and most hon-
ored of our scientific and philosophical minds see
us all as nothing more than an interesting acciden-
tal product of evolution, governed by the world's
most complex nervous system. Because all things
can be explained materially, our minds reduce
to our brains. The tender stirrings of mother's
love - so the popular astronomer - is but a
highly developed analogue to the insect's instinct
to feed its young.

Here is the challenge to Catholic thinkers.
This vision is incomplete and therefore false. We
are to bear witness to truth and by so doing to bear
witness to the truth about the human person. We
must think Catholically. By doing so we will
serve our brothers and sisters and glorify God.

But who are "Catholic thinkers"? All of

us in the Church who use our minds to express
ideas are Catholic thinkers. This would obviously
include philosophers and theologians, but also
teachers, biologists, journalists, writers ofletters-
to-the-editor, poets, students and parents.
All these people and others too can serve their
fellow human beings by thinking
Catholically.

And what does this

mean - to think Catholically?
The central idea for truly Catholic
thinking is the idea of truth. I am
not talking only about 'Catholic
truths' - those things that we
believe and others do not. I am

talking about the very ideaof truth.
The concept of truth as such is lost

today, and we Catholics should bring it back. In-
deed, if we are to bear authentic Christian witness

to our generation, we must.
To be Catholic is to believe that certain

statements are true because they express how
things are. For example, this host looks, tastes,
feels and generally reacts like bread, but the truth is
that it is the Body of Christ. Or, regardless of
what anyone might think, Jesus of Nazareth was
both truly human and truly God. Indeed, the
whole point of any dogma is that it is true.
Whether the Spirit proceeds from the Father and
the Son or from the Father alone may be seem
theologically esoteric, but nevertheless the
"Filioque" is either true or false, but not both. The
Church takes it as true, and therefore we profess it
in the Creed.

We build our lives on statements that we

cannot fully make sense of, but that we hold to be
true anyway. So paradoxically, the concept of
truth makes our faith to be one of mystery. We
say that certain things are true, whether or not we
can make sense of them. This has a sublime affect

on our intelligence. Mystery means that our
minds are submitted to truth and not above it.

The truth judges our minds and our thinking.
But what does this have to do with the

scientific view of things? After all, the great minds
of the age are talking about secular science, about
the material structure of things. Catholic truths
are matters of religious faith, about spiritual things.
Physics is physics and biology is biology, whether
a Catholic does them or an atheist. Aren't these

scientific truths independent of faith? The answer,
of course, is yes. Truth is truth.
What I am saying, however, is
something more fundamental.
The materialist world-view has

lost sight of truth itself Let us
look again at the stories that it
tells of mankind.

The evolutionary story tells
us that at some point in the evo-
lution of the genus homo,there
arose a remarkable mutation by

We are to bear
witness to truth and

by so doing to bear
witness to the truth
about the human

person.
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which some hominids were able to communicate.

This gave them a decisive advantage. A hunter
could say, "The mammoth is in the valley. Let's
surround and kill it." An old woman could tell the

clan, "The only other time I saw the sky like this,
a terrible snow came that night." The group thus
enjoyed the ability to communicate complex vital
information quickly and easily. And so nature
selected (i.e. by Natural Selection) this communi-
cation trait to be preserved. Speech is a genetic
development, like the giraffe's long neck or-
more to the point - the dog's habit of circling his
bed before lying down.

The amazing consequence of this power to
communicate the location of prey, the situation of
the water supply, the coming of weather changes,
etc. was human culture. The cultural conse-

quences of speech far outstripped the factors that
selected it in the first place. Thus human beings
became not only the world's cleverest and most
providential hunter-gatherers, but also its math-
ematicians, writers, governors, warriors, priests,
tradespeople and prophets.

This is the story that science tells us.
Doubtless there is truth in it. But as we look

closely, we find that the notion of truth has slipped
away. Truth itself is not the evolutionary issue,
but effectiveness. For the huntergatherer (accord-
ing to this story) it is not the truth that "selects"
speech for preservation, but its effectiveness in
keeping the clan alive. The abstract concern for
truth as such is a later cultural development, not of
interest to evolutionary biology.

The story unfolds further. Besides its on-
going survival applications, speech comes to ex-
press the social and individual consciousness. It
expresses 'who we are' or 'who I am'. What is
said or written is not important because it is true
or false, but rather as representative of the
Sumerian world-view, as characteristic of the pro-
letarian mentality, as prototypical aboriginal reli-
gious symbolism. No one can judge another
culture's beliefs and literature, because there are no

criteria other than those provided by the society in
question. What one group says is 'valid', at least

for themselves. And if it is not, it is at least not for
outsiders to decide.

Here is the heart of the matter. These sto-

ries reduce speech to expressions of human need
and consciousness. Speech is not essentially related
to what is not-me (or us). There are no mysteries,
except for the myths and their surrounding sense of
mystery. But human scientific understanding will
eventually replace myth. If speech is only prag-
matic and cultural then mystery is an illusion. If
speech does not express the truth, then there are
no mysteries.

We Catholics believe in mysteries - in real
truths that are inaccessible to our understanding.
Because of this, we believe in the truth. And this

is to believe in a fundamental human dignity that is
lost to scientific materialism. The great irony is
that those whose minds have penetrated the mys-
teries of genetics, the structure of matter, the brain
and its wiring, the opening moments of the uni-
verse and the history of our human and earlier
biological ancestors - that they have overlooked
the wonder of their own achievement. The won-

der is that they have a power to imagine things that
correspond to the truth, that they can say how
things really are.

Truth is important because it is truth that
lifts us from the merely material plane.

Truth, according to St. Thomas Aquinas, is
the correspondence between the mind and a thing.
Or as Aristotle puts it, it is saying about 'what is'
that it is and about 'what is not' that it is not. It

means that what I have in my mind agrees with the
way things really are. This relationship is not a ma-
terial one, but a logical and rational one. In my
mind - as well as in yours and Carl Sagan's and the
beginning first-grader-is the power to imitate
imaginatively the world as a whole or any of its parts
and to represent this as true. We have the power to
explore the world and to integrate it logically into
our own minds. The very process of discovery by
which our best scientists and their philosophical
admirers have gained their achievements shows
clearly that the human mind is in some way inde-
pendent of the material order that it studies.- FCS Newsletter. July 1995
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The point is not idle for our ethical and
political life. Weare at the end of a century of
terror and totalitarianism. Wars, totalitarian gov-
ernments and abortions have killed almost as many
human beings in this century as were alive at the
time of Christ. Although the U.N. and most of
the world's governments have affirmed basic hu-
man rights, Serbia, Tienanmen Square, abortion
on demand and intransigent racial and ethnic ha-
treds testifYto our continuing moral and intellec-
tual failure. In the face of this, our most learned

minds, men and women whose words appear in
the popular and educated press, whose programs
appear on P.B.S., whose principles form the minds
of undergraduates, tell us that man is nothing more
than a biological anomaly occupying an insignifi-

cant planet. They tell us that our proudest
achievements in art, literature and - yes - sci-
ence itself are nothing but the happy excrescence
of a minor mutation in the cave-man's genes.

The Second Vatican Council called on us

lay persons to bear witness to our secular contem-
poraries. Here is one simple way that thinking
Catholics can do this. We can bear witness to

truth. In doing so, we bear witness to the fact that
the truth is born only in the mind of the human
person. It doesn't matter whose mind; children
and retarded people know the truth of things, too.
We bear witness then to the great dignity that
each person enjoys as a bearer of the truth. It is
this that makes him or her more than mere matter,

that makes us spiritual beings. ffi

The End of All Things
or the Beginning of
Things New
Dr. Frederick D. Wilhelmsen
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easts and Things Bumping in the
Night. Comets searing the sky.
Reports of Two-Headed Monsters
born in the farmyard. Fleets of birds
altering their course and flying north

in the winter. Anti-Christ sired by the Devil in
the belly of a dog. Rumors of wars and pestilence.
The Four Horsemen saddled and braying in the
stirrup, the harbingers of the Apocalypse. Thus
did these omens of inevitable disaster stir the

corporate consciousness of countless Christian men
in the last decade of the ninth century as the First
Millennium, counting from the birth of Our Lord,
approached the year 1000 and all Christendom
seemed moved to panic. Something was afoot and
it promised the Final Judgment and the vengeance
of an angry God upon an unfaithful people.

I!
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The year 1000 came and went and nothing
happened or whatever it was that did happen con-
spired to confirm Christian men once again in the
normal course of nature in its seasonable comings
and goings. Thoughtful men began to think again
about their own end rather than the End of His-

tory. This was as it should have been. Let God
who is the Sovereign Lord of History look to the
common good of the universe and its end and let
each one of us look to his or her personal or par-
ticular good and end. This steady teaching of St.
Thomas Aquinas urges fathers to govern their
families, tradesmen their trades, scholars their

scholarship, and let kings govern the realm. This
does not urge on men an individualism pretending
that the only responsibility I have is to myself, and
let the corporate good of society take care of itself.
The same St. Thomas pointed out that the very
common good, be it a larger good or a smaller
one, can be fulfilled only if each one of us bends
his mind and will to discharging his own responsi-
bilities. The metaphor of an orchestra comes to
mind: the good of the whole composition, en-
trusted to the conductor, can be brought to frui-
tion only if the good of the artistry of each musi-
cian is sought by him, each man to his own thing
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in its and his own way, the violin-
ist to the violin and the drummer
to the drum.

The Common Doctor put
it in terms of an example and a
question. If my father is gravely ill
and I am attending him at his bed-
side, and if an angel of the Lord
reveals to me that it is God's will

that my father die in the morning, what am I to
do? Answer: I am to go on doing what I have
been doing, fulfilling my responsibilities to my sick
father. If God wills his death on the morrow that

is God's business, but God Himselfwills me to do

my duty towards my father and that duty is to try
to cure him of his infirmity even if I were to
know that God wills him dead the following day.
Here is another example gleaned from Aquinas'
wisdom: a poor woman, mother, and wife to a
condemned thief stands before a judge who sen-
tences him to prison. What is her responsibility?
She must plead with the judge for her husband's
release because he is needed at home. His duty is
to the larger good of the community but her re-
sponsibility is to her own family. We must never
forget that responsibilities can clash and although
the higher should prevail, the lower is not can-
celed but merely superseded. St. Philip Neri,
playing billiards one day in Rome, was asked by
someone what he would do if it were revealed to
him that the world would end in a few hours.

He laconically answered that he would go on do-
ing what he was doing: playing billiards. This is
possibly an extreme case but it heightens the prin-
ciple in question.

Broadened to apply to a possible End of
the World around the year 2000, our reaction
ought to be simply to continue to do our duty by
God, family and work, and to let God take care of
the good of the universe, the being of which He is
the Author. We ought not to lie down and await
for the fire of Armageddon.

This sound principle of political philoso-
phy and theology was lifted by Our Lord Himself
to an imperative by which He bound Himself

If the Son of Man does

not know the hour,

then by what colossal
impertinence do I

presume to know it?
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Not even the Son of Man knows

the day or the hour. Christ as the
eternal Son of His Father, as cre-

ator of all things, knows the end
but He knows it as God. Even

though through his special infused
knowledge He knows the future

even as a man, He does not permit
this knowledge to interfere with

the normal limits placed on human knowing, at
least not in this sundering case. If the Son of Man
does not know the hour, then by what colossal
impertinence do I presume to know it?

Weare the steeds of the chariot of time but

God is the driver. If He lets the age have its head,
so be it. If it be His Will to break our hell-bent

charge towards disaster, He can do so. He is the
Lord of History. But no man - I have it on the
authority of St. John - knows the mind of the
Lord.

Everyone by temperament is something of
an optimist or a pessimist but when these tenden-
cies are pushed to their extremes we get either a
millenniarism filled with a future of roses or a
millenniarism filled with thorns.

But why must there occur some radical
change one way or the other at the end of each
thousand years of the Christian epoch? What is so
special about the number 1000? I suggest that the
deepest reason to what is at play here is nothing
other than a superstition, which looks to a supposed
magic found in numbers, or to stuffing the math-
ematical order with metaphysical significance. The
late Roman Empire was suffused with this non-
sense, and even St. Augustine only barely escaped
binding the Will of God when he taught that God
created the world in six days because six is a perfect
number. Centuries later St. Thomas Aquinas took
the Bishop of Hippo gently to task by pointing out
that God is constrained by nothing and certainly
not by the nothing which is the number six by
itself (Quest. Quod, VIII). The itch to transpose
the abstract beauty of arithmetic into the muddy
contingency of temporal existence is a permanent
temptation to all of us. This temptation grows out. PCS Newsletter. July 1995
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of a necessity. It is reasonable that seconds be
marked off from minutes, minutes from hours,
hours from days, days from months, and months
from years. Unless we measured motion and
"numbered" it, life would go into chaos. Let us
not convert this laudable effort at ordering the
sequence of events into some kind of manageable
structure, into a presumption to know the future.
To take a religious example, we need only recall
that the rosary is a magnificent invitation to enter
the banquet of salvation, but the rosary itself is
marked off into decades and the decades are punc-
tuated by five Our Fathersand Glory Be's. All of
this attests to the truth that man is not only spirit
but body as well, and the body is subjected to mo-
tion which is measured and counted by the mind.
As small children we begin to count with our fin-
gers. But when the measure becomes the mea-

sured and the abstract number the reality num-
bered, then we have abandoned reality and are
close to fashioning an idol and bowing down be-
fore it. This is a violation of the First Com-

mandment. We need only think of the supersti-
tion surrounding the number thirteen. There is
nothing final or irrevocable or magical about en-
tering a new millennium. It would be better to
joke about the business as did Oscar Wilde. When

dying in a hotel room in Paris on the last day of
the nineteenth century, he quipped that the En-
glish could not bear it if he outlived the century.
Old folks laugh and salute one another on their
birthdays and on New Year's eve for having sur-
vived another year to take pleasure in the telling.
They could just as well do this every hour of any
day because life is a gift given by God in the
present moment of time. But if we spent all our
time celebrating our having survived yesterday we
would have very little time to do anything else.
Therefore we set aside for celebration certain oc-

casions which we mark as feast days. All of this is
perfectly normal, but God forbid that we turn the
century mark, or the twenty-century mark, or the
thousand year mark into magical portents of good
or evil to come. We just do not know.

s we approach the year 2000 AD
we can easily observe that the old
sin is again upon us. The pessimists
among us would retreat from the
coming disaster, stock-piling weap-

ons in remote country houses; shoring up vast
supplies of food against the immanent collapse of
civilization; hiding their children away from the
contamination of the world; setting the date for
Armageddon and then postponing it when the
magical day comes and goes - and everything
remains stubbornly as it was, neither much worse
nor much better than it had been. We can see this

panic in our country springing up in dozens of
places: e.g., the Branch Davidians who knew with
the certainty of the elect the secret of the Seven
Seals and the immanent arrival of the Lord in

glory. They converted their psychological delu-
sions into reality in the holocaust at Waco, Texas.
The world did indeed end for them in the flames

they predicted would envelop the rest of us. Psy-
chosis often grimly translates into a parody of itself
If I think that all men are against me, soon enough
my derangement will be self-fulfilling. If the
Apocalypse is just around the corner, it might very
well be for me.

This degenerate form of religion often is
accompanied by much flipping and flopping of the
pages of the Bible, where texts are ripped out of
context or where Hebraic metaphors are con-
verted into scientific statements, and doctrines

concerning the end of the world and final judg-
ment are reduced to the calibrations of a television

weather forecaster. I have always been amused by
the Seventh-Day Adventists, who have to reset the
clock announcing The End every few years when
the appointed time comes and goes. St. Augustine
himself warned us that each line of the Book of
Revelations is choked with riddles and beware the
man who claims he has unraveled them.

Often this despair before an immanent
collapse of civilization - if not of the total end of
history - wounds very good men and women
who are appalled at the direction of modern civili-
zation. Reacting against the almost total
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secularization of contemporary life, they urge a
withdrawal from society and our regrouping into
tiny conclaves of the "saved." In so doing they
forget that our Catholic Faith is pre-eminently
apostolic and that Christ Himself has laid upon us
all the duty of converting all men to His Word.
This duty has nothing to do with a cowardly sur-
render to the world and its ways, to a softening of
both the splendor and the severity of orthodoxy,
to an unmanly desire to make ourselves acceptable
to the going order of things. Our vocation is to
conquer, and no man can conquer when he is
sounding a retreat. To give up before the task of
evangelizing the world is to freeze action and turn
the Christian stance into one of passivity and false
pessimism before a supposed inevitable collapse. At
bottom this might very well be a failure in charity,
to love your neighbor as yourself Putting it in
another way, these demoralized people have aban-
doned Christendom as an ideal to be won for the

King, Christ.

f pessimism compounded is one sin, then
optimism unchecked is another. Today
there is preached an even more sinister
gnosticism according to which the third
millennium will usher into history a New

Age. Often bound up with the resurgence of
magic and the occult, this new religion propounds
a new earth and even the worship of nature itself
In less extreme forms this false gospel urges on us a
new humanity purged of history and tradition, a
new humanism bereft of the trappings of the older
classical humanism. A new Dawn
is on the horizon and soon we will

be tripping through a rose garden
of delights undreamed of by our
ancestors. Something strikingly
novel is about to descend upon us
as though it were the Spirit of God
manifested in fashions so new that

the year 2000 will leave everything
from the past behind as so many
husks shed by a mankind now ma-
ture and noble, reconciled with

nature and full of sweetness and light. Always
marked by an excessive simplicity in style and by a
kind of naive, if principled, forgetfulness of his-
tory, the Christianity of tomorrow - among
those millenniarism that profess some faith in
Christ; many, of course, do not - bears all the

marks of the older gnosticisms that preached a
Third Age, be it the "Age of the Holy Ghost" of
Joachim of Flora, or the fanaticism of the

Anabaptists of the early Reformation who sacked
and burned Munster. Less a species than a genus,
this hydro-headed octopus snarls its multifaceted
limbs through the declining years of the twentieth
century choking prudential action and rational

discourse. Something brand new is about to hap-
pen to mankind!

Already these dream walkers gather in
congresses that explore the coming Dawn and
delineate the lineaments of a time soon to come

that will lift Man to a God who seems to exist, if
He exists at all, only as man's response to himself
National frontiers will disappear. Racial and cul-
tural differences will wither away. Older heritages
will cease to be. The air will get cleaner. The
food better - if simpler. The world will be one,
governed presumably by the United Nations.

Technology will be humanized and everything
will be "post," post-modern, post-industrial, post-
agrarian, post-national, post-capitalist, post-social-
ist. The earth will be celebrated in new liturgies
and Mankind Capitalized will lift his arms to the
sun in a world that often looks to me like an out-

door gymnasium. Today in Europe and elsewhere
a lively debate is going on con-
cerning a thesis recently pro-
pounded according to which the
age ofliberal capitalism effec-
tively closes history. Tomorrow,
the New Age, will simply imple-
ment and fulfill its promises. (It
would seem that by a curious
irony the millennium will not be
that new after all, but such logical
inconsistencies do not trouble the

advocates of Tomorrow).

Today there is
preached an even more

sinister gnosticism
according to which the
third millennium will

usher into history
a New Age.
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What links the millenniarism of despair and
the millenniarism of unbounded hope is that both
pretend to know the future with certitude and
both wrap their pretensions around the magic of
numbers, principally the number 1,000. Scholars
have often explored the secularized eschatology of
the proposition. The Four Last Things are
brought down to earth and are thus open to the
inspection of men who pretend to know them.
Both forget that the only end I know with
indefectable assurance is my own, my death, and
the personal judgment that follows in God's
Eternity.

Pondering these things in his The City if
God, St. Augustine noted that all creation waited

for the coming of Christ and that this immensely
long period can be considered to have been a First
Age. Christ came and this can be considered to
have been a Second Age. All time ever since is
the working out of the salvation wrought for us
on the Cross and this can be considered a Third

Age. No new age will come. We are in the last
times, no matter how long they last.

Let me end this little meditation with a

piece of advice for my good readers.
My dear reader, stop thinking about the

end of all things and begin to think about your
own. It comes like a thief in the night, more of-
ten sooner than you think. And, good reader,
pray for me that I heed my own advice. ffi

The Catholic Religious
and Cultural Center:

A Contemporary Call
on Behalf of the Faith

by Joseph A. Varacalli, Ph.D.
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The Contemporary Problem

and a Possible (Partial) Solution

he problem addressed in this essay
is, unfortunately, all too obvious:
the Catholic faith is not being ad
equately passed on to younger gen
erations who are not only increas-

ingly living their lives further and further away
from the Christian norm but, even more funda-
mentally, are more and more ignorant of what and
why the Catholic Church teaches. Why this is the
case is a complex issue but basically has to do with
the failure in leadership of too many Catholic
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bishops in terms of factors that range from a lack
of courage, imagination, or energy to a sincere but
false reading of Vatican II and post-conciliar teach-
ings, to outright infidelity to the Magisterium in
some cases. Intimately associated with this is the
reality that in many (or perhaps most) dioceses, the
Church's infrastructural machinery-including the
chancery office, the seminary, the press, the
schools, and many parishes-are controlled by
what I've previously termed a "new Catholic
knowledge (or gnostic) class" of intellectuals, bu-
reaucrats, and social activists legitimated by secular
credentials and in conflict with a Magisterium
given authority from God. As we also know, this
dissident managerial class-a valid sociological
generalization that admits of both nuanced distinc-
tions and clear exceptions-exists even within
dioceses run by bishops who, by all accounts, are
orthodox and even personally holy. The "age of
the laity," so heralded by progressives in the wake
of Vatican II, has clearly turned into but another
application of the "iron law of oligarchy." Simply
put, where there is bureaucracy there develops
powerful, abusive, and self-serving bureaucrats, the
more secular the bureaucracy, the more ironclad
the claim.

I
t
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There is also a generational dimension to
our problem. On the one hand, many young lay
Catholics are now two generations removed from
the far religiously superior situation of the 1950s.
Put another way, what the John F. Kennedy
"preppies" of the 1960s rejected £rom their Catho-
lic faith, many times out of expedience to the per-
ceived (not actual) needs of upward social mobil-
ity, are now not even considered in any internal
dialogue in conscience on the part of their now
"yuppified" children. As I've put this more socio-
logically, as the Catholic Church as a "plausibility
structure" loses it internal integrity, the larger cul-
ture has a progressively cleaner shot at forming
conscience. Given the virulently anti-religious
and, especially, anti-Catholic, nature of our con-
temporary society as shaped by the secular cultural
elite, the facts that our youth do not know what
the Ten Commandments are, or that the Body
and Blood of Jesus Christ is present in the Eucha-
rist, or the what and why of Humanae Vitae, or
that, following VeritatisSplendor,there is an objec-
tive moral order of truth that must be understood

and conformed to, should come as no surprise. So
it is with the sad shape of today's youthful
"Catholic conscience."

The other side of the generational coin is
that the sands of this-worldly time are running out
for the World War II generation of American
Catholics. Simply put, there will not be too many
more opportunities for this greatest of American
Catholic generations to make some lasting peni-
tential act on both its behalf and for Mother

Church, the United States, and world civilization.

Ironically, this generation is distinguished not only
by its high degree of religious observance and lit-
eracy but also by its accomplishments in the secu-
lar sphere. Many regions of our country include an
aging but economically well-off and formally edu-
cated Catholic population containing many law-
yers, doctors, businessmen, educators, other pro-
fessionals, and housewives. Furthermore, many of
these individuals have time, energy, and even
some money to invest. To a certain degree this
segment has given of itself generously, fighting a

. .
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rear-guard action against the secular and religiously
progressive bureaucrats that dominate both the
public sphere and Catholic institutions of their
dioceses and the nation. While this activity has
been useful, the time may now be approaching for
all orthodox Catholic groups and individuals
within a given geographical area to join in a coop-
erative effort that is essentially positive and for-
ward-looking in thrust. I am preciselysuggesting
that the formation and creation of Catholic reli-

gious and cultural centers represents such an effort,
an effort that is a partial solution to our problem.

What is it?

Catholic Religious and Cultural
Center is an organization, placed in
some prominent and easily acces
sible physical location, dedicated to
explaining, maintaining, and

spreading the Catholic faith as articulated by Mag-
isterial authority. The Center would serve the
faith, first, by being a place of holiness;secondly,by
serving as a depository of religious and intellectual
truth; thirdly, through its manifest beauty in art,
music, architecture, and landscape; and, finally,
through its practical utility as the vehicle through
which numerous worthy spiritual and social
apostolates would be both encouraged and coordi-
nated.

The Basic Elements

hat are the parts necessary
to make an effective

Catholic religious and
cultural center? Regarding
the mandate of holiness,

ideally there ought to be a shrine for the perpetual
adoration of the Holy Eucharist. Daily Mass
should be celebrated, including the Latin version
as allowed by the local Ordinary. Relics of the
saints and of other important Church personages,
artifacts, documents, and historical events ought to
be collected and prominently displayed.

---
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Regarding the issue of truth, the Center
must house an impressive library that is intended
for public use. There should be an auditorium for
fi.-equentlectures, debates, plays, and concerts and
smaller rooms for classes, seminars, and work ses-

sions devoted to appropriate Church topics.
Given the innate requirement of our

incarnational religion to exhibit beauty, the Center
should also include a museum displaying works of
Catholic art and sculpture. However, it is impera-
tive that the grace and style inherent in our reli-
gion be manifest in both big and little ways
throughout the Center.

In order for the Center to realize its goal of
education and evangelization, it must obviously be
widely utilized. The center should open up its
doors to all kinds oflegitimate apostolates ranging
from catechetical instruction to pro-life activities,
from devotional groups to professional organiza-
tions of Catholic lawyers, nurses, and yes, even,
social scientists. Such activities should not only be
supported but their existence under one roof
should attempt to serve the function of providing a
vivifying exchange between apostolates, moving
individual Catholics and their particular organiza-
tions into a fuller appreciation of the complexity,
subtlety, and interrelatedness of missions that con-
stitute the total Catholic vision. The Center also

should include an impressive room for periodic
dinner dances and other fundraising activities that
run the gambit from fairs to book and food-and-
cake sales.

r~ Necessary Steps
r

reating a Catholic Religious and
Cultural Center as outlined is ob

viously a monumental undertak
ing. The first question that natu
rally arises in the minds of most is

how to finance such a project. It would be conve-
nient for a Catholic millionaire to drop from
heaven with a hefty donation to start things off.
Support might also be forthcoming from such well
established and distinguished groups as the Knights
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of Malta, the Knights of Columbus, and the
Catholic Campaign for America. Such possibilities,
of course and unfortunately, can't be counted on.
The saying St. Francis de Sales that so well com-
bines grace and human action should be operant
here: "Pray as though everything depends on God.
Work as though everything depends on you."

The first concrete work step would be to
put together both a Board of Directors and a Board
of Advisors. The function of the Board of Direc-

tors is essentially political, deciding on all issues,
financial, religious, cultural, and otherwise. It
should consist ofleading local area Catholic leaders
representing such important groups as Catholics
United for the Faith, The Catholic League for Re-
ligious and Civil Rights, the Catholic Central
Union of America, Opus Dei, The Catholic
Daughters of America, The Fellowship of Catholic
Scholars, and the Society of Catholic Social Scien-
tists. These leaders, ideally, should be found from
among the laity, thus eliminating the awkwardness
that any diocesan or religious order clergy might
find themselves in, given the inevitable perception
that the Center represents a threat to the religious
hegemony of the local Catholic bureaucracy. All
Directors must be willing to commit a substantial
amount of time and energy into their duties. Care
should be taken to make sure that the appropriate
expertise can be found within the ranks of the
Board. Individuals with theological, business, pub-
lic relations, artistic, political, and educational
backgrounds should be sought out. These indi-
viduals, while expected to represent both the inter-
ests and vision of their specific organizations and
their areas of expertise, should understand that
their primary obligation, qua Director, is to the
Center representing the Catholic faith as under-
stood by Magisterial teaching.

The Board of Advisors, on the other hand,

should be more national in scope with a function
that is primarily symbolic. Prominent clergy, lead-
ing Catholic theologians and academics, and key
representatives of apostolates in the mass media, in
pro-life activities, in education, and elsewhere

should be invited to join. Such an assemblage
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would not only bring much prestige and publicity
but would create the national-level networking
necessary to make the Center an effective religious,
cultural, social, and political force in the locality in
which it is situated. The incorporation of national
elites would also make it more likely that other cen-
ters could be created throughout the United
States.

The next steps would be the creation of
working committees appointed by the Board of
Directors (in consultation, as necessary, with the
Board of Advisors) . Each working committee
should include at least one Board of Directors

member, (who need not lead that committee). A
public relations committee should be formed
whose tasks would include the developing of a list
of potentially interested supporters in the local area
and elsewhere, of a newsletter informing the latter
of the progress (or lack therein) of efforts on behalf
of the Center, and of a strategy to publicize the
Center through various mass media outlets (e.g.,
television, newspapers, journals, magazines, etc.),
both in the public and Catholic realms, and of a
method to effectively respond to distortions per-
petuated in the mass media about the Faith and the
Center. The finance committee, on the other

hand, should include members knowledgeable
about money matters while a legal committee
should consist of those with backgrounds and in-
terests in property related matters, local ordi-
nances, issues of Church-State separation, and
antidefamation concerns.

A membership/ development committee
should record potential and actual "Center Associ-
ates" who give of themselves either financially, in
terms of time and energy, or through their profes-
sional expertise. Ideally, a master list could be sub-
divided into smaller lists along these (and other
possible) dimensions, with the expertise list even
further subdivided into specific areas. And, of
course, there would be need for a cultural sub-

committee to plan everything from physical plant
and interior design to the nature and coordination
of the various religious, educational, artistic, and
political events and exhibits offered to the public.

Other committees, obviously, could be formed
either on a permanent (e.g. a publications commit-
tee) or ad hoc (e.g., arranging a specific social func-
tion) basis depending on situation and need. And
the possibility of that millionaire dropping down
from Heaven or a prominent national Catholic
organization lending a hand might very well in-
crease given the growing perception that the Cen-
ter founders and directors are serious, determined,

pious, well organized, and moving in the right di-
rections. One final point should be stressed: there's
something valuable for all interested parties-from
successful bankers to successful moms-to contrib-

ute to the Center. "To all according to their abil-
ity," said Karl Marx, "for the greater glory of
God," as the Society of Jesus states.

Potential Pitfalls

race builds on nature," as we

Catholics say, and unfortunately,
grace doesn't always win-at least
in the short run. What are some of

the all too human foibles, grounded
in original sin, that might sabotage, or lessen the
effectiveness of, a Catholic Religious and Cultural
Center? Let us count the ways.

To start off, the in-fighting and bickering
historically has taken place between various ortho-
dox Catholic organizations, apostolates, intellectual
approaches, styles of worship, religious orders, and
personality types must be held in firm check. This
"holding in check" commitment involves both a
"minimalist" and "maximalist" method. At the very
~nimum, there must be universal agreement that
the one and only standard for the Center is adher-
ence to the Catholic tradition as articulated by the
Magisterium. Simply put, if authentic Catholic
tradition allows some activity to be practiced, it's
possible to do so; if not, then it must be considered
outside the pale.

Maximally, however, all must attempt to
educate themselves in the totality of the Catholic
vision, thereby granting both normative and cogni-
tive respect to legitimate ways of exercising the

L
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Catholic faith other than one's own. Conversely
put, potential interest groups within the Center
should not attempt to diftne it with their personal
stamp. The Center should not be identified, in
toto, as a Catholics United for the Faith or Opus
Dei stronghold, or as a vehicle to overthrow or
disparage the mass in the vernacular or the very
idea of a national episcopal conference; or as a way
to identifY the Catholic faith with the charismatic
or cursillo movements; or to advocate the cause of
Mejudgorie or a particular would-be saint; or as a

bed of social activists, or as the lengthened shadow
of anyone individual save our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ.

Pleasedonotmisunderstand.To saythat the
Center does not want to identifywith anyparticular
aspect of the Faith is quite consistent with the
statement that the Center wants to preserve all the
legitimate subtraditions of the Church, the Latin
Mass and the charismatic/ cursillo movements in-

cluded. Moreover, it is consistent with the state-
ment that the Center wants to foster intellectual

discussion on all sorts of issues, like that of the
probable effects on the Church of the recent deci-
sion to allow altar girls and of the historic record
and impact of the dominant Cardinal Dearden-
Bernardin "Americanist" wing in the post-Vatican
II era in America.

Indeed, the very nature of the Catholic
Church as a mediator between a transcendent,
otherworldly God and men located in different
this-worldly times and places; as an incarnational
religion that simultaneously is characterized by
organic unity and development, requires a realistic
pluralism that is constantly sifting the chaff away
from the grain, submission and assent to Magiste-
rial authority, reliance on reason, an openness of
heart and mind, and the exercise of civility and
prudence are all inextricably intertwined elements
of the authentic Catholic mindset. "In necessary
things, unity; in doubtful things, liberty; in all
things, charity," declared St. Augustine, a declara-
tion that should, hopefully, shape the thinking and
decisions of the Center.

Another potential pitfall is the relationship,

actual and perceived, that would exist between the
Center and the local Ordinary and his bureau-
cracy. On the one hand, it is obvious that there
would be no perceived need for Catholic Reli-
gious and Cultural Centers throughout America if
the latter were more successful in passing on the
faith. Human nature, at least since the Fall, being
what it is, the very proposal for a Center initially
will be met on the part of the local Ordinary and
his staff with, at best, distrust, to at worst, outright
hostility. For their part, in all likelihood, the Cen-
ter Associates and supporters, having experienced
long years of decline in their local Church, have a

poor regard, in general, for the leadership qualities
of the leading diocesan officials.

Whether such a negative evaluation is deserved
or not (depending on all sorts of possible mitigat-
ing circumstances) , the Center must, nonetheless,
start with the recognition that the local Ordinary is
the dutifully appointed ecclesiastical leader of the

diocese and is a successor to the apostles. The pre-
suppositionof deference must be granted to the
Ordinary, save the most blatant and egregious dis-
play of infidelity to Magisterial authority. The
Center should assign either a member of the Board
of Directors or, perhaps, a committee to serve as a
liaison to the ordinary or to his designee. At the
very worst, in the event of an ineffective, intransi-
gent, or unfaithful bishop, what this connection
translates into is expediting the best way to "walk
around" him and his bureaucracy. In most cases, it
is to be hoped, an effective working relationship
can be established.

Moreover, the Center must acknowledge
the empirical reality that, as in any diocese, there
are numerous diocesan priests, religious, and lay
bureaucrats who, individually, are either orthodox
or, being of good heart and open mind, can be
brought to wade more deeply into the warm wa-
ters of the Faith correctly understood, through
both the art of persuasion and by example ofholi-
ness. The temptation to completely write off the
official apparatus of any diocese is rooted, at least
in part, in a false elitism and self-serving esteem
that some otherwise orthodox Catholics feel vis-a-
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vis their (apparently) fallen brothers and sisters.
The point here is not only that God may have
some "surprise" decisions on Judgement Day, but
that the Center's goal of evangelization will never
be fulfilled if the self-ordained are smugly satisfied
with singing to their own choir an old chorus of
complaints and wails. There is a fine line to be
tread here: acknowledging that some "on the
other side" of the diocesan fence are incorrigible
(and perhaps have even gone the way of Satan)
while others, located on that same geographical
turf, are "good guys" or at least reasonable people
that one can work with in a positive manner.

The issue of potential corruption also must
be faced squarely. Whoever stated that "money
(and, by implication, power and prestige) is the
root of all evil" only exaggerated a fundamental
truth. The Center must be careful to make sure

that its truly religious end isn't latently subverted
into a personal vehicle for Catholic elites to collect
high salaries/benefits or to transact business and
political deals, or to enhance ego or social status.

Regarding the seemingly inevitable pitfall
of creeping bureaucracy, there must be a small
salaried staff to provide regular, dependable service
but volunteers should be used to the maximum.

Ideally, any Center President appointed by the
Board of Directors should be unsalaried and

should come from the ranks of healthy, talented
and energetic retired senior citizens or from
housewives relieved of their duty to raise their
once young children.

Conclusion

here are undoubtedly many intelli
gent Catholics of good will, sea
soned by experience, who will con
sider my proposal to create Catholic
Religious and Cultural Centers to

be pure utopian nonsense. They may be correct;

ideas arecheap.
My proposal, however, is motivated by my

empirical assessment, qua Catholic social scientist,
of the unsatisfactory state of the Catholic faith in
the United States and by my desire to provide
some constructive, if partial, remedy. I am in-
spired, furthermore, by the insights of two very
great Catholic thinkers, now linked to us through
the communion of saints.

From Russell Kirk, I take seriously his call
to keep the traditional faith alive, even if but as a

flicker against the black night. Centers like the one
I call for can serve this function, given a worst case
scenario regarding our Catholic faith in an ever
more militant and hostile secular milieu. At the

very worst, then, these Centers provide some sort
of security for the possibility of an authentic Ca-
tholicism re-energizing itself on a wide scale again
sometime in the future. It is well to remember that

while Christ has promised us that the gates of hell
shall never prevail against Mother Church, this
covenant does not apply to any particular and
penultimate period in time and space.

From Cardinal John Henry Newman, I
take seriously his call to start new initiatives de-
signed to defend and evangelize the faith. The
Cardinal no doubt looks down with pride on the
tremendous accomplishments of bishops and im-
migrants alike in constructing in the United States
what once was the finest local Church in the his-

tory of the Church Universal. Of course, there are

no guarantees that the proposed Center will ever
make it off the blueprint floor or, if that, live up to
its potential. But we can try. And may the Will of
God be done. fB

Dr. JosephA. Varacalli, presently Associate Professor

if Sociology at Nassau Community College---

s. UN. Y., is the Cofounder and Executive Secretary oj
the Society if Catholic Social Scientists and is a Board

Member if the Fellowship if Catholic Scholars.
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The following text was delivered at Thomas Aquinas College,

Santa Paul, California onJune 10, 1995

Baccalaureate
Mass Sermon

James V. Schall, S.J.
Georgetown University

"0 praise the Lord. 0 praise God in His holy place,

praise Him in the vault if heaven, the vault if His

power, praise Him for his mighty works, praise Him

for His immeasurable greatness. JJ-

Words taken from the beginning of the
One Hundred and Fiftieth Psalm.

,1

ach of the last five psalms in the
Psalter,my dear young friends, begins
and ends with the fitting words, "0
praise the Lord." Before I began this
homily, I never noticed that repeti-

tion before. I was struck by this melodious recur-
rence. To me, "0 praise the Lord" was an ex-
pression that pious old men, especially black men,
or Protestant preachers were often heard to repeat,
almost as a kind of punctuation point. "0 praise
the Lord." We begin our thought, as Aristotle
told us, in wonder. We even wonder how it is
that we do not notice what is to be wondered

about, about praise, about praise upon praise,
about praise of the Lord.

You have, no doubt, in your years here at
Thomas Aquinas College, noticed how often the
notion of praise comes up in various ways. You
will recall it in the Symposium of Plato where the
philosophers at their charming banquet are trying
to figure out what need there be for anything but
the gods. In the Roman Canon, the Mass is called
with brilliant paradox a "sacrificiumlaudis,a sacri-
fice of praise. You will remember the cosmic
dance in C. S. Lewis's Perelandra,at which the
haunting refrain, "Blessed be He," comes back
again and again on recounting the wonders of

Creation. You will have heard the passage in
Daniel that occurs so often in the Divine Office,

the passage that in fact takes place from out of a
fiery furnace. We hear the three young men bless
and praise the Lord. Indeed, they notice that
whatever exists, be it frost or cold, dews or fog
snows, all these existing things are found praising
the Lord. The summit of creation, indeed, is

broached when we finally acknowledge, in our
very souls, that what our lives are about, from our

finite side, so to speak, is to praise what is, to
praise, to return thanks for what need not be, to

acknowledge of what is good that it is good, of
what is that it is, as Plato told us in The Republic.

How is it that we do not notice these

things? Walker Percy, in Lost in the Cosmos, re-
counts an imaginary scene in Athens, that famous
city. Visualize, he suggests, a tour from, say, Los
Angeles, that goes to Athens. Their bus pulls up
in front of the Parthenon; some passengers half-
heartedly climb out. "It is a bore," someone is
overheard saying. Some others remark that it is
prettier in the brochure. A few take photos; some
remark on the effects of acid rain on the stone.

This reaction puzzles you, All these people are
educated, staying in nice hotels, with good
weather, good food, and good guides.

Given this scene, Percy asks, under what
circumstances would you imagine that the
Parthenon would not be a bore? Picture yourself
to be a colonel in bunkers in downtown Athens.

You have just heard that there was a missile attack
on Greece, hundreds dead. Two missiles are at

this very moment on target aimed directly at the
Parthenon. Just before the missiles hit, the colonel
suddenly looks up to see amidst the smoke, a "ray
of golden light that catches the (Parthenon's) por-
tico." Percy asks in conclusion, "Are you bored?
Can you see the Parthenon? Explain."

And of that which, unlike the Parthenon,
seems most difficult to praise, death itself, that is,
we recall Socrates telling us that he does not know
whether or not death is the worst of evils. He

only knows that doing wrong is evil, a truth that
John Paul II so eloquently reaffirmed and deep-
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ened in VeritatisSplendor. This
same John Paul 11 told us in his
wonderful book that the death of

this same Socrates has something to
teach us about the more ultimate
death of Christ.

The Spanish philosopher,
Salvador de Madariaga, moreover,
once wrote an essay in The Tablet
of London in which he proposed
to give each student in a European
college, on graduating, a copy of a
book containing accounts of the
death of Socrates and the death of

Christ, accounts that contain in one way or an-
other almost every thing we need to know about
life. I feel confident that, at least at this college, I
can be sure that each of you has already meditated
in quiet about both of these deaths. You already
have the gift on which our civilization is founded.

Can we not recall both St. Paul's asking of
death, "where is thy sting?" and Dylan Thomas's
refrain, "death shall have no dominion." I was

thinking of this latter subject recently because my
next younger brother died suddenly one morning
in Spokane, he died in fact while he was at morn-

ing Mass, at the SacrificiumLaudis, at a neighboring
parish. At the funeral Mass, the first reading is
taken from the Book of Wisdom, again it is a pas-
sage that you have read here. It evokes images I
want you carefully to see in your own minds as
you listen: "The souls of the just are in the hands
of God In the time of their visitation they shall
shine, and shall dart about as sparks through
stubble; ... the Lord shall be their King forever.
Those who trust in Him shall understand truth,
and the faithful shall abide with Him in love, be-

cause grace and mercy are with His holy ones "
Did you notice the imagery in that pas-

sage? That the just shall "shine", that the shining
fire in them shall" dart" about "like sparks through
stubble." Weare told positively to thirst for the
truth, that what we want is to "abide in love".

Our happiness is to belong to us, not to someone
else, but to belong to us through grace and mercy,

not though our own makings. I
say these things to remind you
again of something that I hope
you have learned here, that the
only real temptation you can
have against the truth of our faith
is, as Chesterton implied, that it
is too good to be true. All alter-
natives to the faith, let me assure

you, are, when examined, of far
less excitement and wonder than

that which is given to us as the
gift we do not deserve but re-
ceive anyhow, if we will.

Notice what John Paul II did in his book
when talking about other religions and philoso-
phies. These systems he has obviously meditated
out of respect and interest. He has met represen-
tatives of these religions and philosophies in his
travels. He acknowledges that each has achieved
some identifiable truth or good, but somehow
each was afraid of the fullness that is promised
through the very resurrection of our bodies.
These remarks of the Holy Father recall, in a dif-
ferent way, the wonderful sense of exasperation
that the young Augustine experienced in his own
search for truth. We can remember his delight in
finally coming across the Platonists who freed him
from so much confusion. With some relief about

rejecting his Manichean habits, he tells us of the
"Word" he read about in the Platonists. But still

of the Word made flesh, he did not read it there.

Augustine had read Scripture as a young man only
to find it a collection of pious myths. Suddenly,
now that he had the curiosity and the problems,
he could read it again; he could read the Prologue
to John, about the Word incarnate dwelling
amongst us and what this meant.

The Book of Wisdom, to recall, tells us to

"abide in love." Linus is sitting on the floor, read-
ing to a perplexed little Sally, from the Gospel of
Luke, presumably from the King James version,
"And there were in the same country shepherds
abiding in the fields." We next see Linus and Sally
both standing up, both with an especially dubious

All alternatives to

the faith, let me assure
you, are, when

examined, of far less
excitement and wonder

than that which is given
to us as the gift we do

not deserve but receive

anyhow, if we will.

\
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look on their faces. Linus has two bibles in his

hands. He continues, "The other translation says,
'That night some shepherds were in the field.'"
This is the Revised Standard version. Thinking
the matter over, Linus adds, "I think I like 'abid-

ing' better.' Sally positively agrees with him, 'So
do I ... absolutely! Much better!" In the final
scene, both Linus and Sally are sitting on the floor
again. Linus is holding the bible, looking with
some considerable confusion at her as Sally asks,
"What does 'abiding' mean?"

Noone with the slightest sense of poetry
can think that the Revised Standard version is

superior to that which it replaced. Abide is a
word of Comfort, of rest; it contains that touch of
humanness that knows that what we want most is

to abide in truth, abide in love, abide with one

another, abide, yes, at home with the Lord. The
shepherds abiding in their fields suggest that when
the Lord comes to us, we need not be only at tur-
moil, at war, at loggerheads with ourselves and
with one another. We ask the Lord to abide with

us even when we are most at peace in our fields
and in our towns and at our births.

During your years at Thomas Aquinas
College, you probably at some time or another got
wind of the problems connected with the proper
translations of the Liturgy, of the Catechism, of
the dangers that can come if we do not know
about how ideologies and philosophies can lead a
translation in one dubious way or another, too
often in ways that really undermine the teaching,
the doctrine, the dogma to use that noble
Chestertonian word about what it is that really
trees us, of what is handed down to us in the de-

posit of our faith about which we are to think.
You have begun to realize here that it is impor-
tant, even for the faith, to know the languages,
how to check things, how to be independent of
those who would lead you off in unsuspecting
directions.

St. Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the
Society of Jesus, wrote a famous little book called
the SpiritualExercises. This is a book that takes us
from vaguely knowing and halfheartedly wanting

l
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to a more candid and precise knowing, a vigorous
wanting the right things, to savor the Lord in all
His glory. The first thing one does when making
these exercises is to consider the "Principiumet
Fundamentum." Recent movements in philosophy
and theology have tried to deflect or change the
clarity of this passage from its concentration on
our own personal destinies to that of some political
or social movement. Those of us who know our

Plato about the importance of soulcraft will not be
deceived, however, nor was St. Ignatius. It is not
that our destinies have nothing to do with these
worldly things, but there are priorities. We have
allieamed about our restless hearts from August-
ine, that remarkable young man who explained
them to ourselves more clearly than anyone. He
explained to us how all those beautiful things that
praise the Lord will not satisfYus because we are
not made for ourselves or for these beautiful things
but for God Himself. We do not forget Augustine
when we read Ignatius.

St. Ignatius begins the "Principle and
Foundation" with these words: "Homocreatusest,
ut laudetDeum Dominum nostrum, et reverentiam
exhibeat, rique serviat, et per haec, salver animam
suam " Notice what is said here. First that each

of us is created, none of us made, none of us acci-

dentaL Our very first condition is that we find
ourselves standing outside of nothingness. We
find ourselves to be what we are, particular kinds
of beings, neither gods nor beasts, as you will re-
call Aristotle telling you. Further we are created
for a purpose. Within each of us is a "word" that
makes us unique in the universe. We are made to
listen, Word speaking to word. St. Ignatius tells us
that we are made to "praise God." We remember
that the most famous of ecclesiastical thanksgivings
begins, "Te Deum laudamus" - You are God; we
praIse you.

Again, here is that word "praise." Our
ability to give praise, to give thanks, defines more
than anything else what we are, whether we un-
derstand the kind of beings we are and the destiny
to which we each of us is called, no matter in

what time or in what place, whether in good times
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or bad, in riches or poverty, to anticipate famous
words that many of you will listen to on the day of
your marriage, a happy day that I am sure many of
you already anticipate. And Ignatius continues,
that we are to reverence God and to serve Him.
Praise and reverence come before service and in-

spire it.
St. Ignatius then adds, that it is by this

means, by praise, reverence, and service, that we

are "to save our souls." This is no minor purpose
or afterthought, be it noted; it is the one thing that
we can never neglect no matter how noble the
cause appears to be. The minute we think we
have found something more important than saving
our souls, something for which we can sacrifice
the commandments and the counsels, we take the
first step to our friends Thrasymachus and
Machiavelli, about whom too we have much

meditated, as we should. You will not, I think,
hear such language about saving your souls so
much used in the Church these days. Its loss is a
pity and a confusion. But you at Thomas Aquinas
College will know it is the language of Plato, of
Augustine, of Aquinas. Whatever it is that is your
lot turns out to be in this world, in whatever order

or disorder of life that you find yourselves in, you
will be expected to keep this one thing above all
else in your mind, that you are made for God, that
in all else that you do, you are seeking Him. But
you are to seek Him to be sure, in ways that He
himself taught us, so that we are mindful of the
poor, of the weak, of one another, of what is true
and what is false, of what is right and what is
wrong. I have a cousin in Ventura. He has some

connection with a hostel for the dying or poor
there. He told me that students from this college
are there to help when they can. Knowledge leads
to teaching, to serving. If you do
not have that for which you are
created in proper order, it is un-
likely that whatever else you have
in some order will comfort you.
Your restless hearts will find no

rest in what cannot give you rest.
None of us, praise the Lord, will

"..
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ever prove the young Augustine wrong. If you
did not begin to learn this truth here during your
four years at Thomas Aquinas, you have failed
and, to recall Aristotle, failed principally your-
selves.

The General Catechismof the Catholic

Church was originally printed in French in 1992.
This is a beautiful book, no doubt the best and

most complete statement ever compiled of what it
is that Catholicism holds about itself In some

sense, no book is more important to take away
with you, having read it carefully. If you are at all
intellectually curious, it is a book to which you
will come back again and again as you run into
doubts, confusion, and wonderments in that life

that is before you. Never doubt that you are made
to know and to know the truth, including the
truth of revelation as clearly and as accurately as it
can be put into the words of man.

The marvelous fourth part of this Catechism
is devoted to what is taught in the Church about
prayer. I lived for a year in Ghent, in Flemish
Belgium. We made a stab at speaking French.
Paragraph #2639 of the French version of the
Catechism,begins, in a heavy American accent: "La
louange est la forme de priere qui reconnatt Ie plus

immediatementque Dieu est Dieu. "Louange -
praise. Again our theme of praise. The Catechism
says that praise is a form of prayer; it is the most
immediate way to recognize that "God is God."
We are, be it noted, to "recognize" that God is
God, say it in words, think it, acknowledge it.
Catholicism takes your mind seriously and expects
you to do the same.

You will recall from your studies of the
Reformation, moreover, a variant of this affirma-

tion. "Let God be God" was a cry that Luther
himself often used. When we

recognize that God is God, we at
the same time, as you know, are
recognizing that we ourselves are
not God. You will also recall, in
this connection, the amount of
time and attention that St. Au-

gustine devoted to the most dan-

Your restless hearts
will find no rest

in what cannot give
you rest.. FCS Newsletter. July 1995
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gerous of the vices, to pride. St. Augustine was
the first to warn us - or was it Plato from whom

he learned so much in one way or another? -
that it is particularly those who have had the most
exalted and sophisticated of educations who are
most susceptible to pride, to placing our own defi-
nitions of truth and the good in place of the
Lord's. I say these things to you soberly because I
think you probably have received the best of edu-
cations available in this country. You will need to
be reminded at times by chance priests, by loving
parents, and by little children of the subtleties of
the spiritual life.

Perhaps you noticed the amount of time

and energy that both St. Augustine and John Paul
II have devoted to the first chapters of Genesis.
Believe me, it is time well spent. This same Au-
gustine, I believe, has remarked that all heresies
originate in the spirit, in our restless hearts and not
from overindulgence, lust, or covetousness, but
from our choosing our own definitions of the
truth over against that which is discovered by us in
nature and revelation. We too can still choose to

eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good
and evil, to claim that we, not God, are the cause

of this most important distinction. The personal
disorders of intellectuals can indeed sometimes

lead to grossness. But if so, it is usually the result
not the cause of this deeper disorder to which
Augustine calls our attention, in his systematic
effort to locate every disorder.

Let me return to my topic of praise. I am
sure that no one, who has had the honor to give
the homily at the Baccalaureate Mass at Thomas
Aquinas College, has failed to cite St. Thomas

Aquinas himself Many times in my fife, I have
rather envied the Dominicans who have by their
rule been able to spend so much of their time in
the study of St. Thomas. When it comes down to

the end, I have always found that if you carefully
study St. Thomas, you will pretty much have all
the issues and truths and perplexities spelled out
for you in a calm and careful manner, even those
that arise in modernity. I often teach a course on
St. Thomas and, as this past semester, another on

r
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St. Augustine. I ask my students which of the two
men, do they think, knew more about evil, St.
Augustine because he did most of the things that a
young man ought not to do or St. Thomas who

carefully described each thing that ought not to be
done, but did not do it?

Needless to say, as I am sure that even St.
Thomas himself would say, that we are initially
most attracted to Augustine on this score. The
fact is, though, that I think in the end that we
must say that St. Thomas knew more about evil

than St. Augustine. I say this merely to remind
you that both of these saints should remain in your
intellectual, spiritual, and personal lives. Aquinas
who teaches you about the truth of things, includ-
ing evil things, should be there along with August-
ine who teaches you about the truth of things,
about evil, after you are unfortunate enough to
find out the hard way, should this unfortunate way
happen to you. And yet, after I thought of these
things, I reread the following passage from the
Twenty-Second and last Book of The City if God.
"There are two ways of knowing evil things-
one by mental insight, the other by sensible expe-
rience, for it is one thing to understand all vices by
the wisdom of a cultivated mind, and another to
understand them by the foolishness of an aban-
doned life " No doubt one of the reasons St.
Thomas knew so much was because he also was

Augustine's best reader
Question 91 of the SecundaSecundaeof St.

Thomas' Summa Theologiaeis about the praise of
God. There are only two articles to this question,
the first asks, "Utmm Deus Sit Ore Laudandus?",
that is, whether we should praise God in our
speech, and the second, "Utrum in Divinis Laudibus
Sint Cantus Assumendi?", that is, whether we are to

sing the divine praises? The great Thomist phi-
losopher, Josef Pieper, once wrote a marvelous
little book entitled, Only the Lover Sings. Natu-
rally, this title is from St. Augustine, "Cantare
amantis est".

At this point, much to the relief of my
other brother who is here today from Santa Cruz,
I am not going to sing any Gregorian chant for
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you in the elegant style of the
popular Spanish monks. But St.
Thomas does say that it is very
healthy that songs were instituted
in the churches to better praise the
Lord, since they are most helpful,
especially for most of us ordinary
folks, to provoke us to prayer. He
then cites the famous lines from

Book 9 of The Confessions,where
Augustine tells us that 'moved lov-
ingly by the sweet voices sounding in Thy
Church, I wept at Thy hymns and canticles. "
And St. Thomas then explains what it means to
praise God. The first thing St. Thomas does in his
explanation, you will be amused to recall, is to
distinguish. He tells us that we can speak about
God in two ways. The first way is when we are
talking of the essence of God, of God as God. In
this way, since God is beyond us, is incomprehen-
sible and ineffable, He is beyond every human
praise. Our proper reaction to God in this sense is
not so much praise but, to recall St. Ignatius, rev-
erence and worship, those forms of a kind of jus-
tice by which we cannot really return what is due,
as Aristotle said. We can simply recognize the
divine mystery.

The other way we can praise God is in His
works - in the rain and the storm, in the fish that

travel the pathways of the seas. We can praise the
works of God because they are also useful to us.
St. Ignatius says that all other things on the face of
the earth are made for man, to help him to achieve
his end. Here Aquinas, for his part, simply recalls
the words of Isaiah without further comment, as if

sometimes one sentence of Scripture is enough to
make us understand: "MiserationumDomini recorda-

bor; laudem Domini annuntiabo super omnibus quae
redditDominus. I will recall the mercies of the

Lord; I will announce the praise of the Lord about
all those things, those lovely things, to use Augus-

tine's words, that the Lord has
rendered to us.

So let me conclude. The

Psalmist tells us to praise the
Lord; or better, he simply praises
the Lord, leaving it to us to learn
how to pray. The Church in the
new Catechismdevotes much

attention to prayer. It tells us that
the praise of the Lord is at its best
when we simply rejoice that

"God is God." St. Augustine explains to us about
our restless hearts. We cannot find that in which

we are to rest or to "abide', as Sally and the King
James Bible tell us, in all those admittedly beautiful
things to which we turn when we do not seek to
praise, reverence and serve God and by this means
to save our souls. Our soul along with that body
we are given that shall be resurrected in God's
good time, is to be counted as one unique reality
among the beautiful things that God has created.

We can learn about evil in two ways, we
can do it or study it. What it is, its mystery, the
lack of what ought to be there, as Augustine de-
fined it, has to do with our wills, with our power
to love rightly or to love wrongly. All of these
things, I hope, you have begun to wonder about
in your years at Thomas Aquinas. Recall often
what I told you in the beginning, that the last five
Psalms begin and end with the same words, "0
praise the Lord." If you recall this, think about
this, you will, as St. Ignatius said, save your souls
in grace and glory because you learned not the
pride that locks you into your own definitions of
the truth but rather the praise, reverence, and ser-
vice of God.

"0 praise theLord. 0praiseGodin His holy
place, praise Him in the vault if heaven, the vault of

His power, praiseHim for his mighty works,praiseHim
for His immeasurablegreatness." ffi

St. Ignatius says that
all other things on

the face of the earth

are made for man,

to help him to
achieve his end.

l
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The following text was delivered as a commencement address

at Thomas More College on May 14, 1995

Thomas More

as Exemplar
~

Jude P. Dougherty
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n the guest room of my home I have a
bronze head of Thomas More created by
the sculptor Reed Armstrong. More looks
across the room at the reproduction of a
twelfth century etching depicting the ac-

tivity of the ninth century saints, Cyril and
Methodius, both scholars, the former commonly
regarded as the founder of the Cyrillic alphabet.
The juxtaposition is somehow appropriate.
Though More was unquestionably a man of his
time, he constantly sought approval from Jerome,
Ambrose, Augustine, and the likes of Cyril and
Methodius. Respectful of the inherited, More
venerated the ancients, the Scriptures and the Fa-
thers. As a man of letters he had a penchant for
clarity and precision in language and a contempt
for equivocation and sophistry. In his famous
"Letter to Dorp" he castigates those contemporary
theologians who are inattentive to biblical sources
and to the speculative dimensions of the faith.

Today we look upon More not only as a
defender of the faith but as a political theorist and
social philosopher of first rank. He lived in
troubled times, but then so do we.

Those of us who are old enough to be
grandparents have witnessed a period of moral and
cultural decline as well as a period of unprec-
edented material achievement. Allow me on this

solemn occasion, emulating More, to take the
measure of our own culture from a time-transcen-

dent perspective, a perspective that More himself
could endorse.

The Roman historian Livy, a contempo-
rary of Christ, recommended much the same for
his period when he wrote of a failing Rome:

~

I invite the reader's attention to the much more seri-

ous consideration of the kind of lives our ancestors

lived, of who were the men and what the means, both

in politics and war, by which Rome's power was first
acquired and subsequently expanded. I would have
him trace the processes of our moral decline, to watch

first the sinking of the foundations of morality as the
old teaching was allowed to lapse, then the final col-
lapse of the whole edifice, and the dark dawning of
our modem day when we can neither endure our
vices nor face the remedies to cure them.

hough all would admit that the
present is necessarily shaped by the
past, attitudes toward what is inher
ited vary, and those attitudes in turn
govern behavior. Respect for an-

cestry, heritage or tradition determines concretely
the emphasis placed on the study of history, lan-
guages and art, and on the observance of religious
and civic ritual. In thinking about the inherited, it
makes a difference whether change, moderniza-
tion, progress, streamlining, and uniqueness are
emphasized rather than their opposites. The lan-
guage we use is indicative of our attitudes toward
this past. Today negative attitudes abound. We
speak of" dropping the excess baggage of the in-
herited," of" avoiding being trapped," and of
"shunning the rigidities of the past." How often
have we heard it said, "Institutions must be

brought into line with the accepted conventions of
the contemporary world." Implicit in this lan-
guage is a judgment on the inherited. There are
certain ideological reasons for the denigration of
the past just as there are certain moral virtues req-
uisite for its appreciation. Some of these reasons
and virtues I wish to explore.

I take as a starting point that tradition plays
the same role for a people that habit does for an
individual. One does not remake himself every
day, but lives by habit. The self is a product of
previous choices and, assuming normalcy, choices
mostly well-made. Present and future acts are de-
termined by early crises are rare, conversions are
few. It is the recognition of this human condition
that motivates parents to place an emphasis on the
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correctness of the early education of their children.
Some of you have made sacrifices to ensure the
education of your own within the curriculum of
Thomas More College. So, too, with a people; its
traditions are the habits it lives by. It is possible
that a whole people may be warped by bad
choices and that these may be passed on in its tra-
dition, but this is not usually the case. In spite of
questionable or sometimes self-interested customs
in a people, most inherited customs serve well. St.
Thomas gave custom the force of law.

Tradition is understood here as the aggre-
gate of customs, beliefs, and practices, including
law and institutions, that are passed through suc-
cessive generations. Cicero, reflecting on qualifica-
tions for leadership in the commonwealth, made a
knowledge of and respect for tradition a prime
requisite for office. Such knowledge is required of
those who would assume positions ofleadership,
for without it, they would have no framework
from which to judge. For to judge is to measure,
to compare, to assess.Judging requires a standard
in relation to which a measure is taken.

If standards are not to be trivial, they will
in some sense have to transcend the present and
rest upon the best judgments available to men. If
cultures are to be judged, if the manners and mo-
res of a people are to be evaluated, there will have
to be a means of achieving a perspective that will
make such assessments possible. That there are
many institutions which cry for evaluation, I take
as patent. Livy spoke for a Rome which by the
first century B. C. was already conscious of its past:
"What chiefly makes the study of history whole-
some and profitable is this, that in history you have
a record of the infinite variety of
human experience plainly set out
for all to see, and in that record
you find for yourself and your
country both examples and warn-
ing. "

It must be admitted that

there are some who regard every
problem as new, every situation as
unique, who deny the possibility of

118

enunciating general principles which may serve as
guides. But there are others who think that human
nature is much the same wherever and whenever

it is found, that in spite of differences, which cer-
tain nineteenth century scholars were wont to
exaggerate, diverse cultures have many features in
common. Cicero took for granted the universality
of the human condition and on it based his respect
for the lessons of history. Every organization, if it
aims to maintain itself in being, requires its tradi-
tions. Tradition is nothing more than the self-
consciousness of an organization. By definition, an
organization exists over a period of time. It is not a
discrete unit having no relation to a past or hope
for a future. Tradition consists of those relatively
permanent aspects of an organization which serve
to give it identity. A single roof does not create an
organization, nor do political boundaries or even
geography create a people. A people, a commu-
nity, an organization can only emerge over a pe-
riod of time. Oxford may have been founded in
the high Middle Ages, the Jesuit Order in the six-
teenth century, but they were not then the institu-
tions we know today, shaped by many conscious
and unconscious decisions as its members have

kept some traditions and rejected others. An insti-
tution, neither before the law nor in the minds of

a people, is simply the now. It is a way of doing
things, a way of acting and reacting. If an institu-
tion has an image, that image is woven out of
strands of past behavior, self-understanding, and
previously adopted goals. The aims of an organiza-
tion must be passed from one generation to an-
other if it is to survive. Institutions can be de-

stroyed by inattention to the past. The impious
youth can tear down more in a
single spontaneous act than a
generation can build. Thus, if the
inherited is not to be lost, certain
attitudes or outlooks toward the

inherited will have to be present.
Some rejections are of an

iconoclastic nature and need not
detain us. But there are other

rejections which need to be

Cicero took for

granted the universality
of the human condition

and on it based his

respect for the lessons
of history.
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taken seriously. Nietzsche regarded a preoccupa-
tion with tradition as an impediment to creativity,
growth, and novelty. The painters, Kandinsky and
Mondrian, deliberately arid for ideological reasons,
set out to destroy natural forms, traditional sym-
bolism, and what they called "superficial imagery"
in order to liberate the spirit. Who has not stared
in disbelief at some of the canvasses hung in our
museums, or at structures placed in our plazas as
art? Or at some of our liturgical practices?

It is a frequent trait of contemporary intel-
lectuals to commit themselves wholeheartedly to
the fashionable outlooks of the day, while passing
severe judgments on their predecessors for adopt-
ing the same attitude toward the fashions of their

day. While no one can allow himself to be igno-
rant of the major thought currents of his time, it is
not only the "now" but above all the tradition
which will define one as a son or daughter of the
Church. To appropriate the tradition is to make
one's own not only the best that has been pro-
duced since Constantine's unification of the West,

but the classical learning which gave it tone. In the
urgent task of judging contemporary modes of
thought, of exposing and correcting deficiencies,
and also of "taking spoils from the Egyptians," to
be ignorant of the Greeks and Romans, of the
Fathers of the Church, of the Scholastics, or of
modern giants such as Newman, Chesterton,
Maritain and Gilson is to self-inflict an almost de-

bilitating handicap. Appropriating a tradition does
not give one a restricted frame of mind. To appro-
priate the Catholic tradition is rather to fill one's
mind with that which has withstood the test of
time. With a trained and enriched mind one can-

not help but think clearly about the new. It is not
supposed that all are called to a life of scholarship.
Many of you will not reenter the academic world,
but all are called to a minimal life of the mind.

Recognizing this, it is the duty of each of us to
make our interior life as rich as possible. Our first
job is to clarifYour own intellectual perspective, to
determine the best and the enduring, and then,
where possible, to help others to see and to judge.

The requisite virtue for appropriation is

obviously wisdom. But virtues tend to cluster, as

the Greeks well understood. They distinguished
between intellectual and moral virtues, identifYing
the cardinal virtues in each category, while never-
theless insisting on their unity. It was recognized
that the intemperate person is not likely to be pru-
dent or just, or accomplished in science or art.

Against this backdrop, it may be suggested
that there are certain virtues requisite to the intel-
lectual program recommended here, virtues which

seem to be under-acknowledged in our day. One
is past-directed, the other is future-oriented.

These are the virtues of piety and courage. Piety is
a species of justice. It is the habit of acknowledg-
ing debt and according honor where honor is due.
It is past-directed in the sense that it acknowledges
accomplishment, whether it be the achievement of
an individual, a community, or a culture. It forces
one out of one's self, obliging one to acknowledge
inheritance, dependence, and roots. Such an atti-
tude is required if one is to be open to tradition, if
one is to acknowledge a debt to intellectual fore-
bears. Motivation to study the past is contingent
upon a certain respect, a piety, if you will, for the
past. It is also contingent upon a sense ofhierar-
chy, viz., that not all is of equal value. Some
minds, authors, or figures are of greater value than
others and deserve greater respect. In short, piety
not only obliges one to show respect for things
divine, not only requires fidelity to parents, but
respect for customs, traditions, and intellectual
achievements that have withstood the test of time.

Implied, of course, is some sense of judgment. Not
all that is inherited is good. Thomas More is our
model here. There is, obviously, the obligation to
distinguish between good and bad. The point
made is that a sense of piety leads one to appropri-
ately honor that which is good. This virtue is con-
trary to the "now-directed" impulse, to the "his-
tory is bunk" school, and to the "learn from

experience" philosophy. It suggests that there is
more to be learned from a study of Thucydides
than from a field trip to the United Nations or its
local equivalent.

The second virtue to which the matter at
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hand requires attention is that of
courage. Courage is future-di-
rected. As a habit, it enables its

possessor, when confronted with
obstacles, to adhere to the good,
not only to the good already at-
tained, but to the difficult good
sought as a goal. When the going
gets rough, whether in combat or

in the privacy of one's study, t?is virtue ensures a
tenacity of purpose without which defeat is un-
avoidable. This virtue was not a popular one in
the late '60's or early '70's. It is absent in anyone
who would abandon the Catholic tradition in or-

der to gain secular acceptance.
I have been speaking as if tradition is passed

solely at a conscious intellectual level. This, of
course, is far from the case. Many of the traditions
and values of a people are passed unconscio"usly
from one generation to another as it celebrates and
consecrates that which it holds dear. As Hegel
observed, it is a function of both art and religion
to carry common universal truths through time.
Rites dramatize important moments of existence.
Who among us has not been thrilled by the open-
ing ceremonies of the Olympics, or if of sufficient
age to have enjoyed the experience, at the begin-
ning of a Holy Year, of the papal opening of the
normally closed bronze doors of St. Peter's. Wed-
ding ceremonies can bring tears to one's eyes. The
solemnity of a Requiem High Mass, sung in Latin,
may be a dim memory even for the parents of our
graduates, but it was somehow movingly appropri-
ate to the occasion.

It is through feasts and ceremonies that
events are made to stand out and to function as

symbols, symbols which arrange existence into a
comprehensible and orderly complex. It is to be
noted that rituals which celebrate past events are
not to be taken simply as memorial services, for
they function primarily to make present the past,
to enable men in reliving the past to reestablish the
beginning. The normative quality of ritual behav-
ior is evident above all in Chinese culture. The

philosopher Hsun Tzu wrote as early as the third

century before our era: "Rites
serve to shorten that which is too

long and lengthen that which is
too short, reduce that which is

too much and augment that
which is too little, express the
beauty oflove and reverence, and
cultivate the elegance of righ-
teous conduct." To appreciate

fully the function of ritual in sustaining a culture
would require more than a commencement ad-
dress.

To appropriate one's
tradition is to achieve

self-identity.
To discover one's roots
is to know who one is.

..

An appreciation for things past may be
difficult to cultivate in the now-directed society;
contemporary educational philosophies tend to
war against the past. But to master one's intellec-
tual and ritual traditions is to acquire a certain
strength which can only produce moral dividends.
To appropriate one's tradition is to achieve self-
identity. To discover one's roots is to know who
one is. At a time when the world is divided into

blocs and peoples are divided among themselves,
such self-knowledge may be regarded as the first
step toward self-preservation.

Thomas More, whom his friend Erasmus
called, "a man for all seasons," remains an exem-

plar. Though More was compelled to forfeit his
life, steeped in tradition, he knew who he was and
why he was called to make the ultimate sacrifice.
The will can only be summoned when the end is
clearly discerned.
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et me begin by adding my congratula-
tions to those of your professors and
parents. You are indebted to them all.
Of course, there may be others to
whom you are also indebted who are

equally happy to see you about to enter the ranks
of the employed. Four years of study and reflec-
tion and maturing will have prepared you for the
ultimate ordeal - listening to a commencement
address.

There was a man who died and found

himself as he thought in the Elysian Fields. He
came upon a friend who had on his arm the very
adolescent dream of pliant pulchritude. "Is she
your reward?" he asked. "No," came the reply. "I
am her punishment."

As I am yours.
The most important thing about a com-

mencement address is its ending -and the sooner
the better. But as Henry VIII used to say to his
wives: I will not keep you long. (It seems fitting to
remember that one time difensorfidei in an institu-
tion named after an Archbishop of Canterbury.)

Perhaps at no other time of the academic
year are we so forcibly reminded that we are en-
gaged in an enterprise with a long history. The
medieval trappings and titles and dress are an obvi-
ous reminder of that. You even hear a little Latin
on occasions like this.

The university has its origins in medieval
Europe. The first documents acknowledging the
existence of the Universitas Magistrorum et
Scholarium at Paris date fi-om the early 1200's. As
the Holy Father indicated in the title of his recent
document on the Catholic university, institutions

"'1

of higher learned have arisen ex cordeecclesiae- I
said you'd hear a little Latin - Out of the Heart
of the Church.

But the university arose out of an earlier
tradition, one that we can trace back through the
cathedral schools to the monastic schools. Of

course, the monastic schools were part of the 12th
and 13th century scene in Paris - on Mont Ste
Genevieve, where Abelard taught, and in the
Convent of St. Victor - but there was a time,

prior to the formation of cities, when the educa-
tion offered by the monastic school was it.

When we look into those ages which a
later myopic time goes dark, we find islands of
spiritual and intellectual and artistic culture in the
monastery. Cassodiorus Senator, in the constitu-
tion he wrote for the monastery at Vivarium in
Italy - this was in the early 6th century - gives
us a portrait of what was to characterize monastic
education.

It is a twofold track. On the one hand, the

study of Scripture, God's word: sacred learning.
On the other hand, secular learning, which was
summarized in the liberal arts.

The seven liberal arts. Here is the most

basic component of a college education, and it
tracks back through the dark ages to antiquity, to
that magnificent 4th century BC when in Athens
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle succeeded one an-

other. They are the perennial sources of secular
learning.

It was Socrates, you remember, who said
that the un examined life is not worth living. I
have known students who thought that the exam-
ined life was worse.

That dual track of monastic education -

sacred and secular learning -continued to define
medieval education and it defines higher educa-
tion, properly understood, to this day. But what is
at stake is not simply the concern of the learned.
How to put together our religious faith and the
fruits of our experience and learning - that is the
universal task of the believer.

The years you have spent here at Saint
Anselm's have provided you with a precious op-
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portunity to reflect on that task. You have been
given resources to which you will return again and
again as you grow older. The task is never com-
pleted.

We live now in changing times - as
Adam said to Eve on the way out of the garden.
All times are changing times, but some change
more than others. Ours has been called lots of

names, among then the post-Christian era.
The early Church established itself with

reference to a waning paganism. And in her edu-
cation, she sought a modus vivendi between truths
pre-Christians had known and the truths God has
made known to us in Revelation,

Grammar, rhetoric, logic - the arts of the
trivium; arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy
- the arts of the quadrivium. Once those arts
were thought to be a sufficient summary of what
can be known of the world prior to and indepen-
dent of revelation.

In the late 12th and 13th centuries, when

universities begin, a crisis arose because of the
coming into Europe in Latin translation a whole
library of hitherto unknown works - those of
Aristotle and of Arabic and Jewish authors. In To-
ledo, in Spain, Christian, Moorish and Jewish
scholars worked together on a translation project
that was to discombobulate and then transform

how Christians thought of the relation between
their faith and reason.

One of the chief figures in that transforma-
tion was Saint Thomas Aquinas. Now Thomas, as
a boy of five, entered the monastic school at
Montecassino where he spent his formative years
- perhaps fourteen of them - and he always
retained the mark of that Benedictine training. A
recent scholar has detected in a letter Thomas
wrote late in his life to the then abbot of

Montecassino, the deference of a monk for his
spiritual father. For that matter, the Rule of the
Dominican Order, to which Thomas belonged,
was modeled on the Rule of St Benedict.

s you complete this process, which
has been described as growing
dumber by degrees, you may won-
der in the privacy of your own
soul: What do I really know? Nick

Carraway, the narrator of The Great Gatsby,saysof
himself when he had reached approximately the
point you have reached now, that he had become
that narrowest of specialists, the well-rounded
man. Life, he adds ruefully, is much better looked
at from a single window after all.

Finding the singular window through
which you will look at the world is a large part of
the task oflife. It will frame what you know and
what you believe. One of the assumptions of mo-
dernity - we all feel its influence - is that faith is
an impediment to reason, that reason can only
flourish when it is freed from the constraints and

obscurities of faith. As you look around, you will
become more and more convinced, I think, that
exactly the opposite is true.

In the contemporary world, where do we
find the most eloquent spokesman for the com-
mon morality, for the values and goals that are
simply given for human beings and which rule out
once and for all such deeds as taking the life of the
innocent, lying, adultery, fornication, injustice? In
the neo-Aztec culture which surrounds us, in
which human sacrifice has become a major ritual,
with the killing of a million and a half each year in
this country alone, whose voice do we hear speak-
ing the simple truths everyone acknowledged only
a generation ago?

And now, when the very notion of truth
and objectivity have been weakened, what lonely
but authoritative voice is heard insisting that the
human mind is capable of knowing the truth, that
the world is not merely an imaginative projection,
whatever we choose to think it?

The Roman Catholic Church and espe-
cially John Paul II are almost the sole guarantee
that natural morality and the point of the intellec-
tuallife will not be lost. It looks very much as if,
without the Church, without faith, reason itself is
in trouble.
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That is one of the messagesof Ex corde
ecclesiae.It is what makes such places as St Anselm
increasingly important, not simply for the Church
and for Catholics, but as islands where what were

once the acknowledged assumptions of higher
education, but have fallen into desuetude, con-

tinue to he honored. Just as faith is the best thing
that ever happened to the human mind, so too
Christianity may be the last best hope of the secu-
lar world.

In one of the Marx Brothers movies Chico

is playing the piano furiously while Groucho looks
on impatiently. Chico continues to pound the
keys. Finally, he says to Groucho: "I can't think of
the ending." And Groucho replies, "I can't think

\
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of anything else."
It has been said that life is a book in which

we set out to write one story and end by writing
another. That is a truth that you will learn more
and more; it is a truth that is sometimes sad, some-

times joyful. What happens to us, as opposed to
what we do, is often the most powerful opportu-
nity for sensing the presence of God in our lives.

But the world lies before you now. You
have earned a respite from others talking to you. I
leave you with a line from Hilarie Belloc:

Kings live in palaces,

and pigs in sties,

but youth in expectation -

youth is wise.

NOTICES

Cornelio Fabro, RIP
[The following is adapted from the

article by Sergio Quinzio that ap-

peared in Corriere della Sera on

June 15, 1995.J

~ :

O ne of the few contempo
rary Italian philosophers
whose work is known

and appreciated abroad, Cornelio
Fabro, died in Rome last May 4.
He was 83 years old and his last
years, almost a decade, were passed
painfully: because of illness, by the
progressively more rapid loss of his
extraordinary capacity for study
and work, by an isolation due in
part to the asperity of his character
and his inability to tolerate posi-
tions he judge unacceptable.

His intellectual stature was thus

hidden for many years by a disdain-
ful silence and he took on the fig-
ure of an intellectually arrogant
man, caught in a kind of cult of a
surpassed past. Because of the per-
sonal contacts, however brief, I had
with him and the kind deeds I have

witnessed, I feel a duty to that
these persistent images of the
scholar and the man are far from

doing justice to his profound expe-
rience, both as a Christian and as a
demanding and consistent thinker.

To do justice first of all to his
philosophical work, his personal
story must be remembered. It is the
story of a baby born into an im-
poverished family in Basso Friuli
and at the age of eleven, in 1922,
he entered a small Veronese con-

gregation, that of the Stigmatines.
He would not see his family or
home for thirteen years, after being
ordained priest. He acquired a
culture that few could rival, not
only in philosophy - ancient, me-
dieval, modem - but in other

fields as well, from biology to psy-
chology, from music to art history,
and languages.

He lived poor and apart with-
out taking part in the power
struggles that occupy university
professors. After Rome and Milan,
he taught theoretical philosophy
for some eighteen years in Perugia

where his lucid and brilliant lec-

tures were followed by huge num-
bers of students.

His international fame as a phi-
losophy is tied above all to his
study of two apparently irreconcil-
able authors. His great devotion to
two quite diverse authors - the

medieval Saint Thomas Aquinas
and the modem Soren Kierkegaard
- perhaps defines his thought. His
reading of Thomas contributed in a
decisive manner to freeing it from
rigid, formalistic and reductive in-
terpretations that, from the Middle
Ages had been made of his gigantic
achievement. I mention only the
rediscovery of the concept of par-
ticipation, according to which
creatures do not have a merely ex-
ternal relation to their Creator but;
although finite, share intensively in
the being, love and life of the God
who created them. The works of

Thomas Aquinas cannot be suffi-
ciently judged by the presumption
of the ignorant, as Umberto Eco
has said.

With regard to Kierkegaard,
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the Protestant thinker of the previ-
ous century, it was Fabro who in-
troduced him decisively into Italian
culture. In the 1940's, particularly
for a priest, this was a courageous
initiative. Besides the Journals -
twelve volumes in the third edition

by Mocelliana - Father Fabro has
translated from the Danish thou-

sands of pages of Kierkegaard.
The most coherent collection

of his works, published as Opereby
Sansoni in 1972 has been repub-
lished, with the addition of two
more titles, by the publisher
Piemme, in three large volumes
which appeared a few days after the
death of Father Fabro: at the end of
his arduous life, he was denied the

perhaps small consolation of seeing
this edition.

What was there about these

two diverse thinkers, Thomas and

Kierkegaard, that stimulated his
lifelong interest to bring them to-
gether? It seems to me that it can
be replied that these two authors
represent two decisive testimonies,
one in the Middle Ages when phi-
losophy was considered the
handmaid of theology, the other in
the modem world when reason has

assumed the opposite role of mas-
ter of religion. St. Thomas and
Kierkegaard applied the strength of
their thought to maintain the es-
sentiality of Christian faith in ways
that differed because of the differ-
ence in time and circumstances.

The relation between faith and

reason was lived to the hilt by
Cornelio Fabro, priest and philoso-
pher. I think that his life went
through the same dramatic tensions
and inner wounds as St Thomas so

that he regarded as "straw" the

whole heavy labor of his philo-
sophical understanding, and as
Kierkegaard to affirm the irreduc-
ibility of the Christian paradox of
the God-Man to philosophical
discourse - it is a relative, contin-
gent, historical event and at the
same time the unique foundation
of an eternal salvation.

Although he regarded the out-
come of modem thought as cata-
strophic, Cornelio Fabro con-
fronted it rigorously, recognizing in
it "the boldest and most fascinating
attempt of the human spirit,
namely the radical grounding of
thought in itself" (Introductionto
Modern Atheism), it was only in
faith that he saw the chance of the

fulfillment of the life of the spirit.
the meaning of life and human
destiny.

From the

Program Director

A
t their November 1995

meeting the American
Bishops will consider and

likely vote upon a new set of guide
lines for implementing Ex corde
ecclesiae,Pope John Paul II's Apos-
tolic Constitution on Catholic

colleges and universities Bishop
Leibrecht heads the committee

drafting the new norms. Given the
inherent complexity of the ques-
tion, the controversyEx corde
ecclesiaehas generated, and the
parlous state of Catholic higher
education, the Bishops' meeting
will be eventful, and the outcome
momentous.

The Fellowship of Catholic
Scholars is dedicated to serving the

..

Church by serving the Bishops.
The theme for this year's annual
meeting is the Nature of Catholic
Higher Education. The Keynote
Speaker is Anthony Cardinal
Bevilaqua. Bishop Fremot Torres
Oliver, of Ponce, Puerto Rico, will
deliver a special address on govern-
ing the Catholic University. A very
accomplished group of speakers
will address other topics, including
the relation of Church tradition to

the teaching and research of fac-
ulty, and the idea of academic free-
dom, both in the surrounding cul-
ture and within a sound

understanding of the nature of
Catholic higher education.

Gerard Bradley
Vice-President of FCS

Professor, Notre Dame Law School

Philosophy and
Catholic Education

John Haldane

F
or reasons that are not alto

gether clear, Catholics are
better represented among

professional philosophers of educa-
tion than they are in academic phi-
losophy more generally. Notwith-
standing this, however, there has
been little if any work in recent
years directed towards the articula-
tion and justification of a Catholic
philosophy of education - a fact
remarked upon by R. F. Dearden
in a wide-ranging survey essay
("Philosophy of Education, 1952-
82," BritishJournal if Educational
Studies,1982). It is appropriate to
consider, therefore, how the omis-

sion might be rectified, and for rea-
sons mentioned below it is now

timely to do so.
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Catholic thinkers

T he present situation con-
trasts markedly with that of
the nineteen forties and

fifties. In the midst of the second

world war, in a period when the
values of Western culture were un-

der direct attack from a theory of
man and society derived from
nineteenth century anti-rationalist
atheism, Jacques Maritain delivered
a series of lectures at Yale entitled

Educationat the Crossroads. Using
materials drawn from his reading of
Aquinas - Maritain's chief philo-
sophical inspiration since his con-
version in 1905 - he presented an
account of the aims and basic struc-
ture of education as seen from a

Catholic neo-Aristotelian perspec-
tive.

"1

~

Fifteen or so years later, in
lectures given in Cincinnati, Ber-
nard Lonergan embarked upon an-
other examination of Catholic phi-
losophy of education; the edited
results of which were published for
the first time in 1993 under the

title Topicsin Education (Volume
Ten of Lonergan's CollectedWorks).
Earlier in the century Chesterton
spoke and wrote in non-academic
modes, but no less insightfully, of
the nature of a Catholic approach
to educational aims (seeJ. Haldane,
"Chesterton's Philosophy ofEdu-
cation" Philosophy,1990); and in
the previous century Newman ad-
dressed directly the question of the
point and structure of higher learn-
ing when he wrote about the Idea
if a University.

These four figures partly con-
stitute a tradition, though what
unites them is not so much a defi-
nite set of educational doctrines,
nor even a common method, but a
conviction of the importance of
achieving a clear understanding of
the nature of education, its place in

the lives of individuals and the or-

ganization of society, and its rela-
tion to other elements of a unified

incarnational theology.
Newman, Chesterton,

Maritain and Lonergan were all
Catholic thinkers, the first three
having converted to Rome from
other directions. They all believed
that it is not enough for one's
thinking and practice to be enliv-
ened by a vaguely Christian spirit;
rather the animating force should
be the reasoned faith of the

Church. Otherwise, they sup-
posed, one will fall into serious er-
ror about human nature and its

place in creation. The point here
is not to urge a narrow denomina-
tionalism. On the contrary, their
belief was that the churches are at
their weakest and least attractive to

non-Christians when they are de-
fined by purely local self-concep-
tions. To be Christian a church

must hold itself to be one, holy,
catholic and apostolic, and so far as
these authors were concerned, only
the Church of Rome can substanti-
ate that claim.

A Catholic curriculum

If one's religion should be
Catholic so too should be

one's understanding of educa-
tion. It is through education that
our natures are developed and
those natures are images of God, a
God our only direct image of
whom is given in the person of
Christ. Sometimes, however, it is
said that there is no scope for a dis-
tinctively Catholic education save
in respect of religious instruction.
But as Chesterton observed in his

essay "The New Case for Catholic
Schools" this is a profoundly un-
Catholic thought, for "every edu-
cation teaches a philosophy; if not
by dogma then by suggestion, by

implication, by atmosphere. Every
part of that education has a con-
nection with every other part. If it
does not combine to convey some
general view oflife, it is not educa-
tion at all.".

In the philosophies of Augus-
tine and Aquinas, Scotus and
Suarez, Rosmini and Newman,
fundamental aspects of reality are
taken up into an expansive synthe-
sis. Given accounts of these sorts,
therefore, it really does make sense
to ask such questions as what
should form the general curriculum
in a Catholic school, and what
should be a Catholic approach to
geography, or to mathematics, or
to art. It is necessary to pose and
to resolve such issues not for nar-

row sectarian reasons, but because

in the Catholic scheme of things
nothing stands apart from any thing
else; and its is important to com-
municate this general idea and to
examine various of its specific in-
stances.

A Catholic approach to history
is not to be confused with an ap-
proach to Catholic history. The
latter is certainly not unimportant
and it should also be a concern for
Catholic schools, but is different
from a perspective on all human
history which seesit both subspecie
aeternitatisand as the working out
of a particular providential plan.
The belief that each human being
is called to the service of God

should inform, though not exhaust,
one's understanding of historical
events. Similarly, mathematics in-
volves some of the highest powers
of abstract reason exploring intelli-
gible structures that are close to the
defining principles of the material
universe. To engage in such a sub-
ject without considering the possi-
bility that in doing so one is reach-
ing out towards the mind of God is
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a serious impoverishment.
There are, of course, many

more local concerns about the na-
ture and role of Catholic schools

and these should be higWy placed
on the agenda of Catholic philoso-
phers of education. Indeed, once
one begins to consider the matter
generally it quickly becomes clear
that the range of relevant topics is
so wide and the practical impor-
tance of the issues is so great that
the need to take up the task con-
tributed to by Newman and others
is now urgent. It was one of
Chesterton's main sparring-part-
ners, viz H. G. Wells, who ob-
served that human history is ever
more a race between education and

catastrophe. We tend to think of
catastrophes in social terms but the
failures of education also bring per-
sonal disasters, and to reduce our
liability to both, it is necessary to
think about the question posed in
the title of the first of Maritain's
lectures "What are the aims of edu-

. ?"cation. .

One reason for addressing the
issue now is the current interest in
the U. S. and to some extent in the

U. K., in the educational effective-
ness and social role of Catholic

schools. In 1993 an Anglo-Ameri-
can conference on the theme of

"The Contemporary Catholic
School and the Common Good"

was held at St. Edmund's College,
Cambridge under the sponsorship
of the Von Hugel Institute and
Boston College.

It took its title and lead from a

recent sociological study by A.
Bryk, V. Lee and P. Holland of
Catholic education in the United
States: CatholicSchoolsand the Com-

mon Good (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1992)
and a volume of essays deriving
from the conference will be pub-

L
-

lished in due course.

Maritain's question is a philo-
sophical one, and anyone pursuing
it in the same spirit will ultimately
be less concerned with the history
of the tradition of Catholic think-

ing about education than with its
viability. In the present intellectual
environment the task of demon-

strating this is a demanding one.
Moreover, it seems likely that a de-
fensible account will be as chal-

lenging as it may be reassuring.
What is certain, however, is that
without it we shall be like the

'practical' man described in
Chesterton's essay, "The Revival
of Philosophy - Why?" who stag-

gers "on to a miserable death with
no comfort but a series of catch-

words ... simply substitutes for
thought." In these terms we might
say that education, like the philoso-
phy that seeks to understand it, is
best thought of as a preparation for
death. Should anyone deny that
this is so, one can at least be sure
that his or her understanding is not
a Catholic one.

[Reprinted from the April 1995 issue

of The Sower, pp. 30-31].

The author is Prifessor if Philosophy at the

University of St. Andrews, where he is also

Director if the Centre for Philosophy and

Public Affairs.
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Church Tradition and
the Catholic University
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Law and the Autonomy
of the Catholic University
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Shameless

R ecently, the Accreditation
Council on Graduate
Medical Education de-

creed that any teaching hospital
must either provide training for
medical students in the practice of
abortion or else contract for facili-

ties where such instruction may be
provided. If they do not they face
the threat ofloss of accreditation.

In practice this means that a hospi-
tal operating under religious aus-
pices and which objects to abortion
in conscience would be forced into

complicity with abortion training
or else cease to be a teaching hos-
pital. Having fouled their own
hands with the blood of the un-

born innocents, the powers that be
in American medicine now desire

to involve as many as possible in
their deadly mischief. Completely
bereft of moral moorings, they
now have lost even their sense of
shame.

These actions must not stand

and with your help they will be
reversed. Legislation has been
introduced in the U.S. Congress to
overturn the abortion education

directive, to criminalize partial
birth abortions and pro-life forces
will again be present in Beijing to
thwart the will of the death-

pedlars. The election of 1994 was
the beginning of a pro-life revolu-
tion but only a beginning. Let us
finish the job and restore legal
protection to all humans of all ages.
Join us in the cause!

From FCS memberJosephM.
Graham's PresidentPage in the Texas

Right to Life News. Graham is a

memberof the Philosophy Department
at St. Thomas University in Houston.

From the Cardinal

Newman Society

PatrickJ. Reilly, Executive Director of
the Cardinal Newman Societyfor the
Preservationof Catholic Higher Educa-
tion wishesto communicatethefollow-

ing to membersof the Fellowship.
We urgeattention to this message.

For the past several months, a
committee of American

bishops has been preparing
ordinances to reform and govern
Catholic higher education in this
country. The ordinances are in-
tended to implement Ex cord
ecclesiae, the Apostolic Constitu-
tion on Catholic Universities issued

by Pope John Paul II in 1990.
On provision of Ex corde

ecclesiaethat is under intense scru-

tiny by the bishops simply repeats
what is already required by Canon
Law, viz. that any individual who
teaches theology at a Catholic insti-
tution must obtain a mandate from

the local bishop, recognizing that
individual as competent in the eyes
of the Church.

The mandate is essential to

preserving Catholic higher educa-
tion for the following reasons:

1. The mandate ensures the

authenticity of Catholic teaching in
a particular area of learning and
research (Theology) that is central
to the identity of a Catholic uni-
versity and the community which
inhabits it.

2. The mandate serves to en-

sure that teaching in all subject
areas is enriched by a theology that
is authentically Catholic. Accord-
ing to Ex cordeecclesiae,the truths
revealed through the Church
should "penetrate and inform" all

university disciplines, which can
only benefit from the knowledge
given to man by God.

3. The notions of authority
upon which the mandate relies are
fundamental to the Church and to

the nature of Catholic higher edu-
cation. The mandate affirms the

bishops' teaching authority with
regard to sound doctrine, the
Vatican's authority to determine
whether institutions and teachings
are truly Catholic, and the author-
ity of Canon Law over all the faith-
ful.

The Association of Catholic

Colleges and Universities (ACCU)
has opposed the mandate as an
inappropriate intrusion by the bish-
ops into the real of academia, and
recent reports suggest that the bish-
ops may be inclined not to enforce
the mandate. (The bishops' final
draft of the ordinances is expected
to he issued in the fall). To aban-
don the mandate would be a major
step toward rendering Ex corde
ecclesiaeimpotent in the U.S.

The Cardinal Newman Society
for the Preservation of Catholic

Higher Education is calling on
faithful Catholic educators, admin-
istrators, students and alumni to
provide public support for the
mandate. Supporters can write
letters to the editors of Catholic

publications, including diocesan
papers, or write to the local bishop
requesting his attention to this
Issue.

For copiesofEx corde ecclesiaeand
relatedmaterials, write to the Cardinal

Newman Society,PO Box 75274,
Washington, D.c., 20013; donations
to coverpostageand printing are encour-

aged.
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BOOK REVIEW

A Review Essay of Marvin
O'Connell's Critics on Trial:
An Introduction to the Catholic
Modernist Crisis1

by Monsignor George A. Kelly
"

T he bird has brains," an epithet used by one
Church historian to describe Boston's Cardinal

O'Connell, surely applies to Father Marvin
O'Connell, Notre Dame's premier Church historian of
our day. This particular "bird" can also write. Rarely
do I read a book line by line any more, but I did this
one. As the title indicates, it explores the background,
daily doings, and unending story of a movement within
the Church which, if not definable to the satisfaction of

everyone, was brought to a relative halt in 1907 by St.
Pius X.

Father O'Connell pieces the story together for the
drama it was, an opening scene in countryside France,
the Spring 1940, just as the German armies were over-
running the country, a word picture of a hearse carry-
ing the eighty three year old remains of Alfred Firmin
Loisy to his final resting place, without a religious cer-
emony; and a finale to the book in an Anglican cem-
etery, the Summer of 1909, where George Tyrell, aged
48, denied a Catholic burial, was interred. On each
headstone the identification "Priest" is inscribed. In

between these scenes, Father O'Connell lays out the
plots and subplots, leaving no significant actor over-
looked: Friedreich von Hugel, Romolo Muri, Lucien
Labrthonniere, Maurice Blondel, Pierre Battifol,

Marie-Joseph Lagrange, Cardinal Merry del Val, Maud
Petre, Wilfrid Ward and his wife Josephine, and many
more. Described not only for the role they played, by
in the details of their birth, family background, and the
shape of the countryside or locale in which they were
born and raised. Interestingly, practically all the players
came from very pious families, each acquiring along
the way great love of the Church, the patrimony of
their ancestors, the laity surviving the bitter controver-
sies with their fidelity more intact than that of some
priests.

The crisis grew out of a sense among certain literati
that the Catholic Church must abandon its medievalist

forms and teaching, to survive as a vital force in the life
of its own faithful. The emerging modem world, with

..
..

'I

its stress on human progress, scientific thinking, and
democratic forms of government, demanded no less.
Disparate thinkers and their journalist associates in
England, France, Germany, and Italy, sometimes inde-
pendently, sometimes as colleagues, undertook the task
of developing support for these reconstructive ideas,
with the help now and then of a sympathetic bishop.

The European Church of the last half of the 19th
century, when this story began to unfold, was its usual
mixture of saints and scamps, of the devoted and the
Church-haters. Ernest Renan, the most famous apos-
tate of the 19th century, and himself once a seminarian,
paid tribute to the often half-educated clergy of his
time. "I spent thirteen years in the intimate company
of priests, and I never discerned the shadow of a scan-
dal." (p. 13)

The characters in the O'Connell play are too nu-
merous to describe in a short review of a wide ranging
scenario. Baron von Hugel was the peripatetic inter-
locutor with most of the players, as was Wilfrid Ward
when it suited his journalistic convenience, or Maurice
Blondel when his philosophical integrity was chal-
lenged. All were pious laymen. The priests tend to
fascinate this reviewer more, especially those who be-
came hairshirts to their superiors.

Father O'Connell identifies Jesuit (later ex-Jesuit)
Henri Bremond with the word "ennui" - "An un-

translatable word that includes in its meaning melan-
choly, listlessness, and boredom [which] seems to have
been an occupational hazard for 19th century French
intellectuals." (p. 75)

Lucien Laberthonniere, the Oratorian, had voca-

tion doubts along the path to the altar, and once
prayed: "Drive far from me, Lord, this melancholy, this
discouragement, this distressing sadness which up to
now has paralyzed my energies." (p. 80)

At forty years of age George Tyrell, born Irish and
Protestant, remembered himself as a quick leamer,
easily bored, an individualist who resented "being or-
dered about by his equals," somewhat religious and
drawn to High Church Services, later to Catholic
Mass, but easily disillusioned when his romantic notion
of religion (and of Jesuitry, too) were stripped away.
(pp. 105-111) After suffering certain setbacks at the
hands of his Jesuit superiors, Tyrell is described by
O'Connell as follows: "At once self-doubting and self-
righteous, continuously examining his own motives
and those of others, introspective and intense, sad in
the peculiarly self-absorbed way a Celt is sad, he was
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wistful around animals and often intolerant of human

beings." (p. 171) At one point, Bremond and Tyrell
decided "to attach themselves to what was essential in

the Church [that] all might be saved," though they
agreed that only sentimental nostalgia kept them in the
Society of Jesus. (p. 228)

The central figure in the Modernist crisis was
Alfred Firmin Loisy who, though less than robust in
body, ran off with all kinds of prizes for scholastic
achievement from an early age. This so-called "Ie petit
Loisy" had been tutored in part by his parish priest, and
decided on his to give his life to God, at a time when,
during the twenty year period beginning in 1851, vo-
cations to the priesthood in France (often Gallican
styled) showed a remarkable upturn. As the years went
by, Loisy became a harsh judge of his professors and of
the Church's "watchdogs of orthodoxy." (pp. 7-20)
His reputation was that of the "the quintessential indi-
vidualist," hardly a team player, one who preferred to
be chez lui. (p. 125)

Father O'Connell's description of the scholarly
forces that drove the intellectual ambitions of Loisy
becomes compelling at times, the Frenchman labeled
"subtle and discreet," but "not altogether candid about
his ultimate objectives." While, at one point, Loisy
counted himself among the theologians, "his whole
purpose was to drive a wedge between theology and
history." (p. 117) The rhetorical tactic he employed, as
he himself admitted later, was "an enormous equivoca-
tion." To solve la questionbibliquefor the Church be-
came the ambition of his life.

During this period Catholic difficulties with bibli-
cal exegesis cannot be explained without reference to
Adolf Harnack, the luminary of the German university
system which dominated the Western intellectual life
of the time. Harnack's The Essenceif Christianity, or so
the author thought, demonstrated that primitive Chris-
tianity merely acknowledged the Fatherhood of God,
revealed by Christ, along with the loving brotherhood
of mankind. All dogmas and ritiuals, so dear to the
three branches of Christianity, were, in his view, en-
crustations and fabrications. (pp. 242-243) Loisy en-
tered the fray with his book L'Evangile et l'eglise, in part
to reestablish his own Catholic credentials. His pur-
pose: To provides his special explanation of the origin
and nature of Christianity. Arguing as a pure historian,
Loisy accused Harnack of merely being another theolo-
gian, not a scientific historian. The Abbe called a-

historical all conclusions which proclaimed Christianity
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to consist mainly of Christ's divine sonship and the
Church the invisible gathering of the elect. (p. 245)

The correct explanation of Christianity, said the
Frenchman, is that, at the Last Supper, Christ bade the
Apostles to anticipate the Kingdom of God. In this
eschatological message, says Loisy, we find the "mus-
tard seed" of the Church, a tiny social organism at first,
which took off, adopting preachments and forms which
helped it grow, an institution always in the process of
evolving, shucking off whatever hindered its develop-
ment, unashamed of its novelties, or its traditions ei-

ther, but reinterpreting its own needs as it developed.
The Church's leadership is on safe ground as long as
latecomers to membership do not confuse the ongoing
commentary about Christianity with the primitive
meaning of the gospel texts. The use of the term "Son
of God," even in the mind was Christ, was equivalent
merely to "Messiah," a role which the Jews understood
and which, at his trial before Caiphas, Jesus manifestly
intended to play for future generations. Loisy was no
more ready than Harnack to concede Christ's divinity
or his Resurrection in the conventional sense. (p. 247)

Christianity, driven by its own inner dynamism,
said Loisy, and subject to a mechanism analogous to
natural selection in order to survive, responds to its
own perceived needs. Why did it produce a hierarchi-
cal structure? Because of its need for a preservative
element, which all societies need. It was neither pos-
sible nor useful for Jesus to foretell the future of the
Church. Paul's theory of salvation and that of the
Incarnate Logos were functionally useful at the time,
but they are not necessary any longer. Christ did not
prescribe any external rite nor a dogmatic constitution
for the Church. These were needed and the Church

arranged to obtain both. Loisy would not suppress
either of these forms, only adapt them to changing
times. (pp. 248-249) Whereas Newman's development
of doctrine came through deeper understanding of the
original deposit of faith, and Harnack's called for puri-
fYing the Church of its Greek and Roman forms,
Loisy's reconstruction demanded intelligent human
change in creeds, codes, and cult, retaining only that
which is "needed" at a given moment of evolution.

Most ofLoisy's sympathizers - von Hugel,
Laberthonniere, Blondel, and others - saw the dangers
in this reformulation of Catholicism. O'Connell sum-

marizes Blondel's reaction: "[The] central doctrine of
orthodox Catholicism appeared to have been jettisoned
in the name of critical history." (p. 260) Lagrange re-
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jected Loisy's claim outright that he spoke only as an
historian. (p. 261) Tyrell was more sympathetic, argu-
ing that, from a modem perspective, the "objective"
character of knowledge is a chimera, no less so than
"immutable truth" and a "deposit of faith." Christian-
ity, whatever its divine implications, is a human enter-
prise, whose truth is its utility. (p. 278)

The reaction of the hierarchy to this evolving
Modernist movement was local at first, then regional or
national, finally Roman. A joint pastoral letter , issued
in 1901 by the Bishops of England and Wales on the
evils of liberal Catholicism, was attributed by liberals to
the machinations of Roman Curialists. This document

confronted what had been a popular Protestant distinc-
tion between the Ecclesiadocensand the Ecclesiadiscens.

Contrary to that liberal opinion, however, the proxi-
mate cause of the promulgation seems to have been the
notorious case of St. George Jackson Mivart, a distin-
guished scientist and Catholic convert (later excommu-
nicated) who, in 1900, wrote that "the Roman Catho-
lic Church must tolerate a transforming process of
evolution, with respect to many of its dogmas, or sink,
by degrees, into an effete and insignificant body, com-
posed of ignorant persons, a mass of women and chil-
dren and a number of mentally effeminate men."
Among the dogmas he wanted transformed were the
Resurrection and the Divinity of Christ. The bishops
equivalently said that they did not need to learn from
the likes of Mivart. (p. 129)

As 1907 began to unfold, von Hugel, who saw
himself as a bridge builder, sensed that doom was wait-
ing in the wings for his friends. "We must make sacri-
fices for the Church," he told Tyrell, "but the Church
is bigger than ecclesiastical officers and we must not
leave the field to the Ultramontanes." (p. 334)

On July 3, 1907, the Holy Office issuedLamentabili
Sane Exitu, a list of 65 propositions considered worthy
of condemnation, the first 24 of which deal with scrip-
tural matters. Two months later (September 8) Pius X
issuedhis own encyclicalPascendiDominiciGregis,a
stem letter, almost twice as long as Leo XIII's Rerum
Novarum. The encyclicalwas looked upon by many,
including Loisy, as defamation and misrepresentation.
(p.354) From that moment on Church discipline
became the order of the ecclesial day - an oath
against Modernism, ridding seminaries of real or
crypto-Modernists, and vigilance.

Father Marvin O'Connell has pieced together the
story with styleand brilliance. And, while Criicson

Trial is only an introduction to a century-old confron-
tation, it is a recall that merits contemporary medita-
tion.

To this day a number of these same questions are
bitterly contests: Did Modernism really exist? Was it
worthy of condemnation? Did Pius X go too far?
Because popes and bishops rarely engage in day-to-day
disputations, the later inquiries have for the most part
been carried on by writers, with or without qualifica-
tions to decide questions of Catholic truth. Their
evaluations, not infrequently, tended to raise more
questions still, thus leaving the Modernist issues in
doubt, and the right also of Church authority to settle
them.

The Catholic Church's claim to be the only au-
thentic witness on earth to Christ's witness of God's

presence in Him, was the key issue in 19th century
Modernism. It remains so to this day. "You have
heard that it was said of men of old but I say to
you " (Mt. 5:21-22) was the way Christ chose to
proclaim God's word, calling upon his authority as its
justification. "The testimony which I have is greater
than that of John [the Baptist]; for the works which the
Father has granted me to accomplish, these very works
I am doing bear me witness that the Father has sent
me. And the Father who sent me has himself borne

witness to me." Gohn 5:36-37) The Catholic Church
argues no differently about its doctrines. Believers and
unbelievers or skeptics obviously respond differently to
those claims.

As for the uncertainty of what "Modernism"
meant in 1907, or will mean in 1997, one unifying
thread of thought emerges in the O'Connell story.
When one compares "modernity" with the medieval
period (to cite but one example) it is theshift in the
locusif authorityfor decision-makinggenerallywhichdistin-
guishesoneerafrom theother. In politics this meant
power to the people away from aristocrats and mon-
archs. In economics it involved tipping the scales of
distributive justice toward the workers and the poor, as
against the privileged classes. Final judgment in matters
religious was no longer made on the basis of tradition,
as represented by hierarchy (even Christ), but given
over instead into the hands of the "people of God,"
enlightened by scientific thinkers and/or their popular-
izers. Thinking modem obviously does not eliminate
party divisions between varieties of aristocrats and
democrats, socialists and capitalists, freethinkers and
fundamentalists, right and left wing ideologies. Even
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so, in the modern context, decisions based on human

experience and science are superior to those based on
ancient wisdom or conventional understandings of
human nature.

Catholic Christianity, however, for all its sentiment
and moral pieties, is at base a credal religion, whose
faith propositions (even if the result of developed un-
derstandings) are considered to be true and so taught.
Regardless of their own intellectual differences, the
Modernist groups reasoned otherwise and blamed the
scholastics for bogging the Church down under the
kind of propositional baggage, which made an enlight-
ened (i.e. purified) Catholic faith impossible.
Truthfully, however, dogmas were as old as the apos-
tolic creeds (even "transubstantiation" as a term was
adopted by the IV Lateran Council in 1215, ten years
before Aquinas or Scholasticism was born). What the
Modernists wanted was not the elimination of dogmas
so much, but to give them more rational or empirical
meanings. (Christ's Divinity and Resurrection-in-
cluded.)

Certain philosophers, long before Loisy, had cast
doubt on mankind's ability to know the truth (the
objective reality) of the natural order. The Modernists,
on the other hand, preoccupied with Catholicity, were
skeptical of the religious truths proposed by the Catho-
lic creeds. Without casting aspersions on Christ, they
certainly doubted the efficacy (and the right) of the
hierarchy, on its own, to validate the truth of tradi-
tional Christian formulas. (Strangely, a dozen years
before Loisy was born [1857], an American intellectual
gave up his Protestant affiliation to become a Catholic
because, he said, without the Church's special author-
ity, "the voice of God" in time becomes little more
than "the voice of the people," and mainly that which
reflected what they were told by an "aristocracy."
While Orestes Brownson had in mind the country's
Founding Fathers and their political successors, Alfred
Loisy preferred to see the "knowledge class" dominate
what was worthy of Christian belief)

In any case - whether science or philosophy or
politics is the culprit - the various Modernist schools
aimed a fatal blow at the heart of revealed religion, of
which the Catholic Church was, by then, its unique
representative. "The Protestant principle" was reshaped
to fit the Catholic mold, this time not with the help of
princes of the realm, but by direct orders of princes of
the academe.

Was the Catholic reaction too strong? Yes, if you
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read those who felt its negative force to the full. Vice is
often the seamy side of virtue, liberty turning into
licentiousness, vigilance into vigilanteeism, and excesses
by scholars and pastors have not been unknown. Still,
freedom also belongs to authority figures as much as to
libertarians, and freedom-loving Catholics must be
vigilant in their fidelity to the faith. Princes of any kind
can be arrogant, and their ability to do wrong can be
restrained only by someone of higher authority. With-
out policemen the civilized world would be less so,
especially a Church with a high moral code.

Pius X did what a good shepherd is sometimes
called upon to do. To feed his flock, sometimes by
defending them, whenever his prudential judgment
says his intervention is warranted. Why was so much
attention paid in the wake of Pascendito the excessesof
Church authority, and not to the virulent anti-Chris-
tianity among the most extreme of the Modernists.
The likes of Blonde I and Lagrange saw the problem.
Was there a conspiracy at work against the Church's
highest authorities? In the sense that little Voltaires
were assembling in cellars plotting the overthrow of
Pius X, probably not. But, if Voltaire used his salons
to agitate anti-royalist sentiment in France, then the
liberal Catholic study groups were specifically designed
for changing the Church from the bottom. Modern
day sociologist Peter Berger defines conspiracy differ-
ently, i.e. to mean simply that "birds of a feather flock
together," together for any reason that seems good to
them. On that sociological basis, the Twelve Apostles
were a conspiracy. In the face of scattered but com-
municating leaders bent on rewriting Christianity in
other than Catholic terms, may not the pope feather
his own nesting place, and protect his young against
invading birds with different feathers, and protect the
Barque of Peter against mutineers?

John Tracy Ellis was the first Church historian to
assure me (prior to 1954) that Pius X would never be
canonized a saint for what he did to scholars. Marvin

O'Connell (p. 361) indicates that a Devil's Advocate in
the canonization machinery did slow that process down
for a while. However, a forty year span, from death in
1914 to canonization to 1954, is still remarkable ac-

complishment for any modern saint, let alone for the
stern Pius X. Especially since the last pope to be el-
evated, Pius V (d. 1572) was 150 years dead by canoni-
zation time. And if stern judgment is a disvalue in a
pope, what about the cruelty involved in dispensing
theological views, dangerous to the flock of believers,
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in study groups, classes, and reviews?
Josephine Ward, Wilfrid's independent wife, had it

about right when she brushed aside her husband's wor-
ries about Pius X's action:: "Modernism was a spirit, a
tone, a temper of mind... That spirit, tone and temper
had become mistakenly mutinous... The encyclical
Pascendiwas the riot act that was read to mutineers."

(p. 370) Good fathers of a good family have been
known to do that at times. The idea that Christ was

mild and gentle, a moralist who would have
unendingly tolerated the Loisys and Tyrells in his inti-
mate company is hardly the image of a teacher who
overturned tables of money changers at a temple (Mt.
21:12), who sentenced scandal-mongers to drowning
(Mt. 18:7), and who was willing to reserve eternal fire
to the accursed (Mt. 25:41). On the occasion of Pius
X's death August 20, 1914 the editor of the London
Times, praising the deceased pontiff, expressed an An-
glican point of view when he said, "Few persons famil-
iar with the elementary doctrines of the Roman
Church would suppose that the tendencies of the new
school were compatible with them. To the downright
plain sense of the Pope, the desperate efforts of men
who had explained away the content of historical
Christianity were simply disingenuous."

The Modernist "spirit, tone, temper of mind" is as
old as Christianity itself, beginning with the Gnostics of
the first century, and continues to this day. Of course,
ever since the saintly Pius, change makers are careful
not to follow the Harnack/Loisy pattern of confronta-
tion, nor challenge dogmas as having no base in primi-
tive Christianity. They would now grant, instead, that
the disputed structures and doctrines, alleged to derive
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from Christ, developed later "under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit." Or, they assure audiences that old
formulas may stand, if suitably "nuanced." Or, allow
traditional moral norms to remain as ideals, but not as
obligatory under trying circumstances. Anyone with
an eye to see can observe, as we approach Christianity's
Third Millennium, that the "networking" of dissident
forces within the Church is far more widespread than it
was in Loisy's day, due to modern technology. How
popes and bishops will deal with the contemporary
situation remains to be seen.

Sometimes, it is only after making a prudential
judgment that one knows whether it was right or
wrong. Father O'Connell provides Loisy's not so last,
but a final judgment on the Church from which he had
been excommunicated:

The Catholicism of the pope being neither reformable
nor acceptable, another Catholicism will have to come
in to being, a humane Catholicism, in no way condi-
tioned by the pontifical institution or the traditional
forms of Roman Catholicism.

In spite of Pius X's critics, the Catholic Church,
from Wodd War I through the Wodd War II genera-
tion, enjoyed remarkable universal prestige for its reli-
gious cohesion, especially in the United States. Not all
of its baptized were practicing Catholics, and priests,
like Christ, had to deal with half-believers and sinners,

mostly with patience and prayerful support. Still for its
fidelity to what most observers still recognized as "the
Christian message," the Catholic Church was envied.

1Washington: Catholic University Press, 1995.
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